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I.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to provide information regarding the suitability of electronic-image-amplification use in

cin~fluorography.

The project

consists of an experimental study of connnercially availabl e electronic-imageamplifying devices, which will be used in a system incorporating a motion picture camera for the purpose of recording the image formed on a fluorescent surface by an X-ray beam.
The work is divided into four principal tasks as

(1)

follows~

the evaluation of nonelectronic cinefluorography to obtain basic in-

f'ormation on contrast, exposure f'actors, detail and over-all system efficiency;
(2)

the evaluation of electronic cinefluorography to determine which diag-

nostic procedures are possible with image amplification and to correlate information obtained in task

(1);

(3)

the fabrication of a laboratory model using an image-amplifying tube;

(4)

the development of accessory items which would be useful in analyzing

and

film results if' time and funds permit.

~1-
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II .

ABSTRACT

The modifications made in the existing cinefluorographic system are described herein.

These consisted of (1) the replacement of the X-ray tube stand

with a more rigid one, (2) the design and construction of a lens mount to accommodate a Wray f/0.71 or a Bausch and Lomb f/0.9 lens, (3) the reinforcement of
the metal carriage which supports the screen and camera assembly and (4) the
addition of a track guide for camera

ali~ment.

A type of s t a..ndard radiographic phantom was constructed, and some preliminary tests were performed.

-2-
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III .

CONFERENCES

On 24 and 25 February 1955, J o Ho Tolan and J. L. Brown visited the X-ray
Division, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland.

Problems

associated with electronic cinefluorography were discussed with Mr. Walter Lusby
and Mr. Fred Euler, who have been engaged in the development of a commercial
cinefluorographic unit using an image-amplifier tube.

The apparatus under de-

velopment by Westinghouse util i zes a 16-mm motion picture camera and lens system to view the output phosphor of the image amplifier, but no study had been
made to compare the diagnostic resul ts with those obtained with a 35-mm camera
~qd

lens system.

-3-
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IVo -FACWAL DATA
A. -I ntroduction
Within a few years af'ter the discovery of X-rays, the first attempts were
made to record fluoroscopic sequence images of moving obj·ects on film.
herent difficul ties were many.

The in-

The basic problem was one of producing a light

image corresponding to the X-ray image of sufficient intensity to be recorded
on film .at a framing speed fast enough to indicate rapid anatomical changes.
For example, the conversion efficiency of fluorescent materials is quite low
and, therefore, requires (1) that the X-ray generator be operated at or near its
maximum rated .energy, (2) that a special high-speed lens be used and (3) that
the camera

fnk~ing

speed be reduced to permit more light to reach each frame of

the most sensitive film available.

The high level X-ray exposure thus required

also presents a radiation hazard to both patient and operator.
These difficulties and their practical solutions have been described by
many invest igators (1-11).

As a result of these investigations, it is now pos-

sible to fabricate a cinefluorographic unit using a system composed of heavy
duty X-ray tube and generator, fluores cent screen, high-speed refracting lens
and ca..-rnera.

Unfortunately, sueh a system is costly and, as a consequence, has

not been widely used.
Recent development of image-amplifying tubes has suggested the possibility
of use of such devices in cinefluorography.

If as suggested, the image-

amplifying tube provides a substantial increase in brightness, the capacity of
the X-ray tube and generator may be reduced, thus reducing the cost of the system as well as t he radiation exposure to the patient.

However, the field of

vi.ew of the image amplifier is small ( 5 inches in diameter), and the question
naturally arises as to whether or
di.agnostic fi lm record.

ot the tube wi.ll

11

see" enough to provide a
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This project's approach to the question

of diagnostic suitability is to

first obtain the information on the basic factors of interest in the nonelectronic systemo

The unit which was available at the start of this work was not

entirely suitable for the measurements to be performedo
sive modification of the unit was undertakeno

Consequently, exten-

In addition, a type of standard

radiographic test object or "phantom" has been constructed which will permit
comparative measurements between the direct and the electronic cinefluorographic
unitso
Bo

Description of Apparatus
The modified nonelectronic

cin~fluorographic

unit is shown in Figure lo

The X-ray system incorporates a Machlett, "Super Dynamax" X-ray tube with both
1- and 2-mm focal spotso

The tube was originally mounted on a side rail tube-

stand, which lacked sufficient rigidity for precise positioning..

This stand

was replaced by a floor-ceiling rail design o£ more substantial construction
which has resulted in considerable improvement in the system's rigidityo
In operation the test object or patient is supported by the table shown in
Figure 1, and the portion of the subject to be examined is positioned over the
Plexiglas window built flush into one end of the tableo

The Plexiglas has a

durable surface , does not appreciably scatter the X-ray beam and permits visual
alignment of the camera mechanism underneatho
The camera mechanism proper is supported by a four-wheeled carriage with
provision for both locking the wheels for stability and changing the height of
the camera mechanism to permit removal from beneath the tableo

This carriage

was modified for increased stability by the addition o:f a pair of steel beams
parallel with a...YJ.d beneath the top rails of the carriage

-5-
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Figure 1. Nonelectronic Cinefluorographic Apparatus.
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The camera box contains a Patterson "E-2" fluorescent screen, which is positioned immediately beneath the Plexiglas window.

The light image formed by

the X-ray beam on this screen is reflected 90 degrees by a front-surface aluminized mirror.

This image is then viewed by the camera facing into the open end

of the box through a connecting bellows.
The camera is a 35-mm aircraft gun camera which has been extensively modified.

The two lenses which have been available for use are the Wray f/0.71 and

Bausch and Lomb f/0.9.
characteristics.

These two lenses vary widely in optical and physical

Consequently, the design and construction of a lens mount per-

mitting easy interchange of lenses was necessary.

This mount and the two lenses

are shown attached to the camera in Figure 2.
The camera is driven by an 1800-rpm synchronous motor through a gear train,
which permits camera framing speeds of 7.5, 15 and 30 frames per second.
Geared in with the drive is a cam and microswitch assembly controlling a
Liebel-Flarsheim, Thyr-X timer which interrupts the primary of the X-ray transformer during the camera pull-down time.

This interruption of the X-ray beam

reduces the exposure to the patient, reduces the load on the X-ray tube and permits camera operation without a mechanical shutter.
The camera and the drive mechanism were mounted upon a section of die board
which was placed at one end of the carriage.

This was modified to the extent of

adding tracks to the carriage permitting accurate positioning .of the camera with
respect to the screen.
The Thyr-X timer and X-ray control panel are shown in Figure 3.
The standard radiographic test object or phantom was constructed as a modified versi.on of a phantom devised by the Philips X-Ray Research Laboratories.(l2)

-7-
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a.

CAMERA SYSTEM SHOWN WITH B & L f/0.9 LENS

b.

CAMERA SYSTEM SHOWN WITH WRAY f/0.71 LENS

Figure 2.

Camera, Lens Mount, and Lenses.

-8-
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Figure 3 . Thyr-X Timer and Cont ro l Panel.
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The phantom consists .of plates of Masonite pressed wood (density 1.084 g/cc)
35-cm square arranged in a stack and secured by an adjru stable framework of aluminum rods and base plate.

The object plate contains 225 holes of varying depth

and diameter which will serve as means of determining contrast and resolution.
This object plate may be placed in the stack of Masonite sheets, and the number
of sheets varied to simulate various thicknesses of the body.
A photograph of the complete phantom is shown in Figure 4.

C.

Experimental Procedure
Experimental work this quarter has consisted primarily of test runs of the

direct cinefluorographic unit to determine its operating characteristics.
Before operation of the unit, it was believed that the Wray f/0.71 and
Bausch and Lomb f/0.9 lenses could be rendered parfocal* with respect to the
film plane by visual means.

A

7X

prismatic magnifier was arranged to view a

fine-ground glass screen placed in the film plane.

The camera was mounted on

an optical bench and the target placed at a distance to conform with the 1:16
image reduction required by the Wray lens.

The Wray lens was brought to a sharp

visual focus and an index mark was made on the mount (the Wray lens has no focusing scale).

The Wray lens was then removed, and the Bausch and Lomb lens

substituted with its focusing scale set for the proper target distance.

It was

then brought to a focus and indexed.
Test runs were made with the cinefluorographic unit using single-frame
"still'' technique.
D-19 developer.

The film used was Eastman Linagraph Ortho developed in Kodak

A wire-mesh target was used, and examination or the resulting

frames showed an inexact focus.

*Parfocal
- - - - indicates a

condition of the mounting such that the focal planes of
the two lenses .will coincide when interchanged.

-10-
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Figure 4. Pha nt om As sembly.
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A focusing scale was then affixe_d _to the Wray lens and a .series .of exposures made at different focal settings.

The point of best focus was then found

and marked on the scale.
A fluorographic picture of the phantom is show:o in Figure

5.

If the pic-

ture is examined to determine the holes, which are at the limit of visibility,
and if the diameter versus depth of these holes is plotted, a contrast-detail
diagram is obtained.

Fluorographic pictures of this phantom maO.e under differ-

ent experimental condition? would yield a family of curves.

These curves may

then be analyzed to determine the smallest observable volume for a given X-ray
technique and cinefluorographic system.

-12-
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TEST OBJ ECT AT CENTER OF 10 em THICK PHANTOM. EXPOSURE MADE AT
70 KV, 70 ma, 0.5 SE C AT 36" TARGET-SCREEN-DISTANCE.

Figure 5. Fluorographic Image of Phantom.
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V.
Since the actual evaluation

o~

CONCLUSIONS
systems for electronic

cine~luorography

was

not begun during the interval being reported, no conclusion directly related to
the :purpose of the project can be made.
tronic

cin~fluorographic

However, modi_fication of the nonelec-

apparatus has been successful and experimental work

has been started.

-14-
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VI.

PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL

For the next interval it is planned to test both the Wray and the Bausch
and Lomb lenses for relative speed.
A study will be made of the effect of X-ray source size on resolution.

A

slit device for resolution measurements will be constructed.
A determination will be made of the effect of X-ray tube voltage on contrast and resolution for various thicknesses of the phantom.
A device to support the image-amplifier assembly, camera and X-ray tube
in a relative fixed position is now being designed.

It is expected that the de-

sign and construction will be completed during the next interval.

-15-
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VII.

PERSONNEL

The personnel working on this project during the period covered by this
report are:
Name

Approximate
Hours Worked

Position

J. H. Tolan

Project Director

128

J. · L. Brown

Assistant Research Physicist

230

J. ·R . . Fields

Technical Assistant
ResnectfullY submitted:

~

- - . I
J. E. Boyd

L/

Assistant Director

'Paul K. Calaway; Acting Director~
Engineering Experiment Station ~/
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I..

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to provide information regarding the suitability of electronic-image-amplification use in cinefluorography. The project
consists of an experimental study of commercially available electronic-imageamplifying devices, which will be used in a system incorporating a motion
picture camera for the purpose of recording the image formed on a fluoresecent
surface by an X-ray beam.
The

(A)

~ark

is divided into four principal tasks as follows:

the evaluation of nonelectronic cinefluorography to obtain basic in-

formation on contrast, exposure factors, detail and over-all system efficiency;

(B)

the evaluation of electronic cinefluorography to determine which diag-

nostic procedures are possible

~ith

image amplification and to correlate infor-

mation obtained in task A;

(C)

the fabrication of a laboratory model using an image-amplifying tube;

(D)

the development of accessory items which would be useful in analyzing

and

film results if time and funds permit.

-1-
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II.

ABSTRACT

Comparative resolution and relative speed measurements on the Wray f/0.71
and Bausch and Lomb f/0.9 lenses indicate that the Wray lens is far superior
for cinefluorographic applications.

The Wray lens resolved fluorographic

images separated by 0.75 mm at the center of the field and separated by 1.0 mm
at the edge of the field.

The Bausch and Lomb lens resolved i mages separated

by 2.0 mm at the center and was out of focus at the edge of the field.

The

Wray lens relative speed was somewhat higher than the Bausch and Lomb lens.
Constant-density and contrast-detail curves are included in the
The constant-density curves indicate the kilovolt

report~

and milliampere-second

values required to give a resultant film density of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 for various phantom thicknesses.

The contrast-detail curves show the limit of visi-

bility of the fluorographic image under various operating conditions.
A sequence of film frames taken from a cineangiocardiogram of a dog

is

included.
Preliminary results of a test
system are given.

The

over~all

of one type of electronic cinefluorographic

amplification of this system as compared to

similar results with the nonelectronic system was about 20X.
A description of the special X-ray table designed for this project is
included.

The completion of this task of the project was delayed by illness

of the design engineer.

-2-
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III..
On 16 and 17 May 1955, J. L.

CONFERENCES
Bro~n

and J. H. Tolan visited the Eastman

Kodak Research Laboratory and the Department of Radiology, University of
Rochester Medical School, in Rochester,
picture film and fluorescent screens

Ne~

~ere

Corney of the Kodak Research Laboratory.

York.

Characteristics of motion

discussed

~ith

Dr. Seemann and Mro

This laboratory has conducted some

experiments in cinefluorography using a 16-mm camera and lens system
sonably good results.

Dr. H. S. Weens,

Chai~n,

~i th

rea-

Department of Radiology,

Emory University School of Medicine, and consultant on this project, also
participated in the discussions.
Mr. S. Weinberg of the Department of Radiology, University of Rochester
Medical School, discussed his experiences

~ith

electronic cinefluorography

using the Westinghouse image-amplifier unit and a 35-mm camera and lens system.
The opinion expressed
~as

~as

that the 5-inch field si2:e of the image amplifier

a severely limiting factor for all clinical examinations, and the non-

electronic system was the equipment of choice.
The nonelectonic system developed and refined at the University of Rochester is to be made commercially available by the General Electric Company.
Devices for ·projecting cinefluorographic film at reduced speed for clinical analysis were discussed

~ith

Mr. Weinberg.

Using this technique, the group

at the University of Rochester has been able to detect significant
cal findings in a large number of cases from films

~hich

meticulously studied at conventional projection speeds.

-3-
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IV.
A.

Task A.
l.

FACTUAL DATA

Evaluation of Nonelectonic Cinefluorography

Re solution Measurements
Resolution measurements

~ere

made for the cinefluorographic system

using both the Wray f/0.7l .and the Bausch and Lomb f/0 . 9 lenses.

A molybdenum

slit 0.2-mm wide attached to a micrometer movement and mounted on a stand was
arranged to permit the slit to move in the plane of the fluoroscent screen.
Successive fluorographic exposures were made after ·movements of equal intervals
at right angles to the long dimension of the slit.
equally spaced images of the slit on the film.

This produced a series of

The resol ution was defined as

the smallest interval of slit movement which would produce a series of separable images on the film.
Using the Wray lens, the r e solution at the center and edge of the camera
lens field was 0.75 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively.

These measurements were made

at the standard 16 to l image-reduction ratio specified for the Wray lens.
With the Bausch and Lomb lens it was necessary to make the measurements
at a 20 to l reduction ratio.

Because of the large grain size of the film

(Kodak Panchromatic Tri-X), the B & L lens is at a slight di sadvantage compare d
to the Wray lens.

The resolution at the center of the lens f.ield was 2 mm.

At the edge of the lens field, the image was out of focus.

Th~ s

indicates suf -

ficient curvature of field to limit the use of the Bausch and Lomb l ens a t
35 mm.
2.

Constant .- Denst ty Diagrams
Early experiments indi cated the desirability of obtaining film ex-

posure s of uniform density.

This can be accomplished if for a given phantom

-4-
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(or patient ) thickness and X-ray tube voltage, the X-ray exposure factor in
milliampere-seconds (mas) is known.

The exposure factor in mas forD = 1.0,

1 . 5, and 2.0 can be obtained from the curves in Figures 1, 2, and 3 .

Each of

these graphs represe nts the operating cond:i.tion that will produce a particular
film density for a given phantom (or patient) thickness.
3.

Contrast-Detail Diagrams
Much of the experimental work for this quarter has been devote d to

a taining information for contrast-detail diagrams of the phantom under various
'Ope rating conditions.

A contrast-detail diagram is a plot of diameter versus

depth of hole s at the limit of visibility in the phantom.

From the coordinates

of the intersection of the contrast-detail curve with a line repres ent ing holes
with equal depths anddiameters, the minimum detectable volume approximately
'B"

sphere ( h

= d)

can be calculated.

A comparison of this volume with others

under similar operat ing conditions provides a convenient method of comparing
the contrast and detail of the nonelectronic and the electonic cinefluorographic
systems.
The data for the contrast-detail diagrams are ob tained l)y proj e c t ing on

By

a "White surface the image of the phantom taken on a single film frame ,

projecting on a white surface, the enlarged image size was limited by the film
graininess rather than the graininess of the screen.
jection enlargement was. found to be l5X.

The most favora le pro -

Each film was read by two observers

at dj_ffere nt time s but unde r the same projection condi.ti.ons.

A comparis on of

the results showed no significant differences ..
Figure 4 shows a family of contrast-detail

diagram~ plot t E~d

from fluoro-

graphs of the t e st plate at various depths in a phantom 10-cm thick.

Fi gur e

5 illustrates a family of contrast-detail di.agrams at various X-ray tube
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voltages
thick.

~ith

the test plate at a constant depth of 2 em i.n a phantom 10-cm

The minimum detectable volume for h

=d

in each case is of the order

of 40 ·rnm3 ..
Figure 6 illustrates a family of contrast-detail diagrams
phantom thicknesses

be t~een

~i th

X-ray tube voltages"
for h

===

inc~ease

4.

~ith

the test plate located at the

Figures 7 and 8 show the variations of the contrast-

center of the phantom.,
detail diagrams

2o3 and lO.l em

for various

a constant phantom thickness. ( 2.3 and 10 ol em) and various
For these t-wo figures, the minimum detectable volumes

dare on the order of 16 and 40 mm3 , respectively.
in this volume

~ith

This indicates the

increasing phantom thickness8

Dog Angiocardiogram
The complete nonelectronic cinefluorographic system was tested by

performing a cineangiocardiogram on a dog.

A series of frames from this film

showing the flow of the contrast medium (Diodrast) through the dog's heart are
shown in Figure 9o
5.

Relative Speed of the Wray and Bausch and Lomb Lenses

Th

relative speeds of the Wray lens and the Bausch and Lomb lens

were determined by taking a s eries of single-frame fluorographs under identical
operating and developing conditions.

With a tube voltage of 80 kv and a series

.of exposures from 0.5 to 5.0 mas, the Wray lens has a slight speed advantage
ove r th
B.

Bausch and Lomb l ens.

Task B.

Evaluation of Electronic Cinefluorography

To begin the experimental work on this task, the Philips image-amplifier
tube was setup on an optical bench and coupled to the Bell and Howell "Eyemo"
camera for viewing the phantom as shown in Figure 10.

=11=

The Philips image tub
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is supplied with a 55-mm f/1.5 lens for coupling the output phosphor to the
camera system.

The lens is positioned with its focal plane coincident with the

output phosphor, so that the image formed appears at an infinite distance,

The

camera lens is then positioned on the axis of the output lens with the camera
lens focused at infinity"

'I'his focal arrangement favors ordinary camera lenses

and tends to yield greater clarity and less distortion i.n the final image.
The output lens on the Philips tube was originally mounted with a simple
slip-clamp fitting.

This

was considered insufficient for the accuracy reg_uired,

and a threaded mount was constructed and installedu

This mount enables an

exact photographic focus to be obtained with the camera lens focused at infinity.
This mount willalso permit photographic coupling to the output phosphor of
the Westinghouse tube.
The camera in use with the image tube is a Bell and Howell "Eyemo 11 with a
f/2.9 lens.

Several fluorographs of the phantom have been obtained, but they

have not been reproduced for this report.

The apparent amplification factor

of the Philips image tube i s of the order of 5 using the f/2. 9 camera lens¢

W:!.th a

camera lens of f/1.5, the amplification should increase to about 20o

C ..

Task C.

Fabrication of a Laboratory Model

The clinical evaluation of electronic cinefluorography requires that a
mounting system for the image tube, camera, and X-ray tube be provided such
that during the clinical procedure, the assembly may be conveniently moved to
follow clinical changes.

If the image tube had a larger field of view, thi. o

would not be so critical; but with most anatomical parts of interest in the
adult human being larger than 5 inches, the assembly must have freedom of move ment.

Q;

r

er~x ~~r·t

No o 2, Proj e ct No o A-203

An analysis of this problem indicated the need f or a
that was also well balance d and ea sy to move.

stabl ~ ,

rigid. sys t em

Comme r cial X-ray t a l ·s meeting

the se ge ne ral r equi"'"eme nt s are all of r e cent de sign and manufac t ure and a :r'e
qui te e xpe ns ive.

Thes e tabl e s also incorporat e f ea t ure s of value i n normal

radiographic and fluoros copic proce dure s, but these f ea tures contrib

e littl e

or nothing to cinEffluorograpb.ic proc ·dure s.
As a con eque nce of t his analysi s , a compromi se solution was pr opos e do
w de s igne d and construc t e d a special tabl

If

ln.c orporating our r equir em nts for

stab ility and rigidity but excluding some fea tur e s of comme rcial unit s which
would not cont r i but
more than sat i sfy t h

t o this study, w would have a working uni t which would
contract t chnical r e qu irements for a war ing mode l and

would cos · l e se', than a commercial table modifie d for this use.
I n ac cepting thi s approach i t was not t hought t hat some t hing radically
new in t abl e de s ign would evolve .

Ac t ually:; the r esultant d s ign conforms in

pract ically eve ry aspe ct t o c omm rcial pract i ce --as i t mus
prac tice i s
fluorography .

since comme r"cial

a sed on accepted clinical techniques which als o apply

o ci ne -

For e xampl e , all r esul ts obtain d with thi s un ·t must be ap-

plicabl e to simi.lar

qu ipme nt mo

d on mo

The de sign of t he special t abl e i
r esem lance to comme r c ial unit

n, commer cial

sho'Wn in t wo

abl e so

i ews i n Fi gure 11 "

'i s i.mmedi.a ·e ly apparent

The

o

The expe c e d compl e t ion da e for t b.i.s uni t ha s been pos .p aned f r om

hat

ori.ginally contemplat d because of a s e ries of unfor unate circumstances ..
Brie fly, t h se w r e ( l ) a s pring counte r balance f or the t owe r a ssem l y o i.gi nally de signe d in o the uni
tion r equiring a r e

s i gn

was t e ste d and found unaa tisfa c cry for thi s ap l icao dead w ight count r alance and ( 2) the de."'ign
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Figure 11.

Spec ia1 X-ray Table.
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was ill for seve ral weeks with an undetermined virus infect ion and

all work stopped for that pe riod.
the design is now completed..

The se difficulties have been ove rcome , and

Shop work will begin shortly, and the 1mit i.E

expect .d to be in operation during the next intervalo
D.

Task. D.

Other I tems of Interest

To a s sist in the problem of film interpretation, Emory University ha s
purchased a Be ll and Howell "Time

an~

Motion Study" proj e ctoro

This proj e ctor

will be modified slightly to provide slow -motion proj e ction with mini.mum
flicker and single-frame viewing either forward or revers

o

Use of this pro-

jector will permit significantly better film interprtr.:tation and should :prove
to be of value in the clinical studies to follo'W ..

=20=
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CONCLUSIONS

Task A
Experimental results indicate the present nonelectronic ci nef l uorographic

apparatus -with the Wray f/0. 71 lens to be a completely satisfactory th"li t.
Resolution studies and

ana~ysis

the adequacy of the system.

of contrast-detail diagrams have demonstra ted

This information will serve as one: bas,is of com-

parison with the electronic systems.

Clinical studies to follo-w wi.ll also use

the nonelectronic system as a basis of comparison.
B.

Task B
Preliminary -work with the Philips image tube indicates a relative system

amplification of approximately 20X.

While this amplification may be somewQat

higher than these preliminary results indicate, it is not expected to approach
the advertised value of several hundred in this application ..

Quarterly Report No. 2, Project No. A-203

VI.

PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL

During the interval, further modifications to the nonelectronic system
~ill

be made.

These are (l) reduction of the

d~ell

time of the cam-switch

assembly that controls the Thyr-X timer so that the cycle of operation of
l/30 sec ON - l/30 sec OFF is reduced to 1/60 sec ON - 3/60 sec OFF and (2)
provision of a second cam-switch assembly to control a synchronizing s ignal for
an electrocardiograph recorder and film -frame markeT.

The first of these change s

is made possible by a new Eastman film which is reported to have twi ce t he speed
of the Eastman Linagraph Ortho now in use.

The second modification

e

~ill

made to incorporate in the present system a device developed by the Engineer i ng
Experiment Station several years ago for this application but not use d f or
some time.
New test objects of Masonite pressed wood, Plexiglas, and aluminum will
be constructed to overcome difficulties encountered with the one i.n use and
to provide new information on materials of higher density.
The special X-ray table will be completed and installed and physical
measur.ements will be initiated.

These measurements will be followe d

parative clinical studies but probably not during the next intervalo

y

c om~
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VII .

PERSONNEL

The personnel engaged on this project during the period covere d

y this

report -were:
Name

Approxima t e
Hours Worke d

Position

J. L. Bro-wn

Assistant Research

J. R. Fields

Technical Assistant

185

R. M. Goodman

Research Engineer

160

Research Assistant

340

Project Director

130

R.

w.

Johnson

J. H. Tolan

180

Physici~t

Mro R. M. Goodman has been -working on the design of the spe cial X-ray
table and will be associated -with the project until this task is complet e d o

As mentioned earlier, the scheduled completion of this table -was delayed b y Mra
Goodman's ill ness in July and August.
Mr. J. R. Fields left the project 1 August 1955 to accept an indust rial
·position in Atlanta.
Mr. R. W. Johnson, a graduate student in physics at the Case I nsti tute
of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio, -was employed for the summer months only and
~ill

terminate in September.
Respectfull~ submitted~

J. H. Tolan
Project Director

J. E. Boyd, u Head
Physics Division

tJ • L • Jjro-wn
Assistant Research Phys i.c i st

Paul K. Cala-way, Director
Engineering Experiement Station

R. W. ~nson
Research Assistant

{,/
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I.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to provide information regarding the suitability of electronic-image-amplification in cin~f luorography.

The project

consists of an experimental study of commercially available electronic-imageamplifying devices, which will be used in a system incorporating a motion
picture camera for recording the image formed on a fluorescent surface by an
X-ray beam.
The work is divided into four principal tasks as
(A)

follows~

the evaluation of nonelectronic cin~fluorography to obtain basic in-

formation on contrast, exposure factors, detail and overall system efficiency;
(B)

the evaluation of electronic cin,fluorography to determine which

diagnostic procedures are possible with image amplification and to correlate
information obtained in task A;
(C)

the fabrication of a laboratory model using an image-amplifying tube;

(D)

the development of accessory items which would be useful in analyzing

and

film results if time and funds permit.

-1-
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II •

ABSTRACT

Further modifications of the nonelectronic cine'fluorographic system have
been completed.

The first consisted of a change in the switching system of the

Thyr-X timer so that the X-ray beam is ON 1/60 second (one-half the previous
time) for each film frame at 15 frames per second.

In addition, a signal gen-

erator has been incorporated to provide a marker signal for an electrocardiograph recorder and to mark the appropriate film frame simultaneously.

This

modification permits correlation studies in angiocardiographic examinations.
An electronic cin~fluorographic system incorporating the Philips imageamplifier tube, coupling lenses, and Bell and Howell "Eyemo" camera was set up
for a series of animal studies.

This system was also used to obtain additional

information on the physical characteristics of the Philips tube and to evaluate
relative advantages of several motion-picture-film types.

The Philips tube

being used in this investigation has a persistent central bright spot caused
by positive-ion bombardment of the photocathode.
The Westinghouse image-amplifier tube was operated briefly to establish
preliminary operational characteristics.

The resultant image from this tube

has a nonuniform brightness over the image surface.

The cause of this defect

is not presently known, but the manufacturer advises that the tube be given
an extended period of operation to establish if the defect is permanento
A lens coupling system for the Bell and Howell camera has been devised for
both the Westinghouse and Philips tubes utilizing lenses furnished with the
Bell and Howell camera.
f/2.9 lens.

The speed-limiting lens in either setup is a 75 mm,

It is assumed that the overall system speed reduction introduced

by use of this and other lenses can be calculated.

-2-

Thus, if the choice of

·Q uarterly Re;port No. 3, Project No.
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lenses made on the basis of availability becomes a critical e::lement in the
overall system, a better choice of lenses can be recommended.
The fabrication time for the special X-ray table has exte:-:tcied far beyond
the original estimate.

This has resulted from the general complexity of the

choice rather than from production difficulties.
and test is now in progress in the shop.

However, the fi .:J.al assembly

The table will be transferred to its

location at Emory University as soon as the final tests are completed.
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III.

CONFERENCES

There were no conferences attended by proj,ect personnel during the report
period.
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FACTUAL DATA
/

Evaluation of Nonelectronic Cinefluorography

The modification of the nonelectronic system providing a shorter X=ray
exposure per film frame has been completed.

The synchronized switching of the

X-ray generator with respect to the camera drive mechanism has been accomplished by triggering the thyratron timer (Liebel-Flarsheim, Thyr-X) with a
signal taken directly from the camera. drive shaft

o

A cam driven by the same

shaft driving the camera alternately opens and closes a microswitch in the
proper sequence so that the X-ray beam is ON only when the film frame is
stationary.

The sequence previously used provided an X-ray ON time of 1/30

second and an OFF time of 1/30 second for 15-frame-per-second camera speed.
A shorter X-ray exposure per film frame would be preferred, but the system
as a whole was already operating at its maximum speed.
Eastman Kodak then made available, for experimental use, a Linagraph Ortho
film having a special high-speed emulsion.

This film was rep orted to have

twice the sensitivity of the conventional Linagraph Orthoj and, if this were
indeed the case, the X-ray exposure per film frame coul d be cut in half.
choices were thus presented~

Two

either (1) increase the framing speed to 30

frames per second with the X-ray beam ON for 1/60 second and OFF 1 /60 second
or (2) keep the same framing speed and reduce the X-ray ON time to 1/60
second.

The latter alternative was selected; since for a given examinationj

the exposure to the patient would be cut in half.
After the modification was completed, test runs to establish technique
factors were made.

By comparison with technique factors required for conven-

tional Linagraph Ortho film, the doubled sensitivity of t he experimental film
was confirmed.

-5-
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The second modification completed on the nonelectronic system permits the
use of an electrocardiograph recorder in conjunction with the cin~fluorographic
system.

Since the electrocardiograph tracing would have no meaning relative

to the film strip unless corresponding positions could be identified, a signal.
generator has been incorporated in the system which provides a marking signal
for the film and the electrocardiograph tracing simultaneously at a frequency
of one mark per second.

The marking signal is controlled by a separate cam

and microswitch driven through a reduction gear by the camera drive shaft, and
the marking frequency is controlled by the ratio of the reduction gear.

Thus,

any desired marking frequency can be obtained by changing the reduction gear
ratio.
The modified system was tested with inanimate objects and then successfully used in an angiocardiographic study of a dog.
An omission was made in Quarterly Report No. 2, in the description of
technique factors used to obtain the contrast-detail and the constant-density
diagrams.

Since contrast-detail and film density for a given system depend so

critically on the distance between the X-ray target and the fluorescent screen,
the distance used in a given experimental si tuati.on should be reported with the
rest of the significant information.

The distance used t o obtai.n the dat a upon

which the curves in Quarterly Report No. 2 were based was

40 inches target-

screen-distance.
B.

Task B.

Evaluation of Electronic Cin~fluorography

Using the experimental arrangement described in Quarterly Report No. 2,
several runs were performed wi th the Philips image-amp lifier tube.

The fi-rst

part consisted of preliminary runs on inanimate objects to check lens a lignment
and focus and X-ray technique factors.

The se cond part cons i sted of several

-6-
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cin~fluoroscopic examinations of dogs.

A~203

In each case, the relative intensi.fica-

tion of the image compared to similar procedures on the nonelectronic system
indicated a factor of intensification higher than the preliminary results noted
in Quarterly Report No. 2.

This factor of intensification is of the order of

a hundred times.
The Philips image-amplifier tube supplied for use on this project had a
central bright spot caused by positive-ion bombardment of the photocathode and
subsequent secondary electron emission.

This bri.ght spot has been relatively

constant in intensity since the low mobility of the positive ions creating the
spot prevents any variation in this intensity as a function of primary X-ray
illumination.

Also, since the original ionization does not take place in an

isolated region of the tube, the transit time of the positive ions is not
constant.
This central bright spot has not prevented the continuance of animal
studies, but it has prevented the completion of constant-density and contrastdetail diagrams for the Philips tube.

The manufacturer has been notified of

this condition, and j.t is hoped that the tube will be replaced.
The Westinghouse image-amplifier tube was set up in an arrangement similar
to that used for the Philips tube.

Preliminary films indicate a nonuniform

sensitivity of either or both the front and rear phosphor elements.

The tube

has not been operated for a sufficient length of time to establi sh this as a
-permanent or temporary defect.
Using the Philips image-amplifier tube in the experimental studies of
animals, several different fi lm types were used to determine the relative
advantages of each.

In addition to the conventional and experi mental Lingagraph

Ortho film mentioned previously, Kodak Tri-X and Plus-X fi ms were also used.

-7-
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A~203

Fabrication of a Laboratory Model

Design and Construction of Special

X~Ray

Table

The design of the special X-ray table and virtually all of the fabrication of parts for the table have been completedo

Final assembly preliminary

to final test has begun in the shop after which the table will be transferred to
Emory University.

This should be completed during December.

After installing the table at Emory, the X-ray generator and control will
be modified to accommodate the new X-ray tube without interfering with the
operation of the old X-ray tube.

Because this modificati.on will fa ll just be-

fore the Christmas holidays begin, a delay may be experienced in completing the
installation.
In making use of this installation, it was considered advantageous to
permit examinations of the same patient with either the Philips or Westinghouse
image-amplifier tubes.

Thus, the table is designed so that the image tubes may

be substituted one for the other with a minimum of effort.

However, this

presents new problems in coupling the output image t o the camera.

The descrip-

tion of this problem and one solution of the problem are given be l ow.
2.

Qptical Coupling to lmage-Anwlifier Tubes
The phys i cal form of presently available image =amplifier tubes poses

unusual optical problems in observing or photographing the image obtained with
the unit .

Both tubes have a 5-inch-diameter input phosphor and either a l-

inch or 0. 5 -inch output phosphor, and this size reduction int r oduces an :i.ntensity gain factor in addition to that resulting from the electrostatic potentials
employed .

When the output phosphor is viewed with an optical syst em magnifying

5 or 10 times, the exact power depending upon the size of the output phosphor,
the eye will see a virtual image subtending the same angle as t hat of the input

-8-
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I

phos_ hor -vlhen v· ei..JeC.. from a d.is-:an.ce of approxirna-te l J- 10 inches.

Furthermore _,

if the optical system has an exit pupil with the same diameter as that of the
observer's eye when adapted to ambient lighting conditions, the apparent brightness of the output phosphor will be preserved.

This is, of course, neglecting

losses due to reflection and absorption in the optical systemQ
For photographing the image on the output phosphor, a different type of
system is required.

Here, it is required to photograph a small image from a

very close distance.

Ordinary camera lenses are not designed to work under

these conditions since their aberrations are corrected for an object positioned
at infinity.

In order to make use of standard photographic lenses, two lens

systems in tandem must be used.

One system is placed with its focal plane

located in the plane of the output phosphor, so that the rays from any point
in the image plane emerge in a parallel beam.

The second lens system is

placed on the axis of the first lens and accepts the parallel beam from this
lens.

The final image is formed by the second lens in the plane of the film.

If the coupling lens and taking lens have equal focal lengths, the final image
will be the same size as the object.
of the final image.

If f

1

However, it is possible to vary the s:ize

is the focal length of the coupling l ens and f

2

that

of the taking lens, then the image-size-amplification factor will be given by
the ratio f 2 /f •
1
As mentioned previously, the two available amp l ifier tubes have output
phosphors of approximately 0. 5-inch and l-inch diameter respectively.

Si.nce

the characteristics of these tubes are to be compared, a desirable optical
system would produce the same image size for both tubes .

Furthermore, the de-

sirable size for a final image in relation to the standard 35-mm cin~ frame

-9-
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is neither 0.5 inch nor 1 inch.

Satisfying these specifications with standard

focal-length lenses is difficult.
One such coupling system has been worked out for use on this project.
Since the Philips intensifier tube comes equipped with a 55 -mm, f /1.5 coupling
lens, it was considered desirable to use this as the base of the optical system.
When this tube and lens are used with a 75-mm. taking lens, the final image size
is approximately 18 mm.

If this same 75-mm lens is then used as a coupling lens

on the Westinghouse tube, and if a 50-mm lens is used as the taking lens, the
final image size is about 17.5 mm.

The 75-mm lens was furnished by the Signal

Corps for use with the "Eyemo" camera.

It has a maximum focal ratio of f/2.9,

and, consequently, serves as the limiting lens with respect to photographic
speed on both the Westinghouse and Philips systems since it is the slowest lens
in the system.

A more desirable system would utilize a faster 75-mm. lens, but

this is a rather expensive item.
D.

Task D.

other Items of Interest

Because of the effort in personnel time and materials required to design
and construct the special X-ray table, further consideration of other items of
interest had to be dropped.

It is hoped that a renewal contract can be awarded

so that this aspect of the study may be continued.
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V.
A.

CONCLUSIONS

Task A
The modified nonelectronic system has been successfully used in animal
/

cineangiocardiography.

The synchronization of the electrocardiograph·

record

with the X-ray film record makes possible the detailed analysis of the heart
action during experiments.

The use of the Kodak experimental Linagraph Ortho

film reduces by a factor of two the X-ray exposure to the patient
B.

o

Task B
The electronic cin~fluorographic system using the Philips tube, operated

under conditions similar to those above, showed an image intensification of
approximately 100 to lo

However, the resultant film had much better resolution

than the resultant film for the nonelectronic system.
a combination of two factors:

This is probably due to

the brighter image provided by the amplifier tube

and the finer grain film (Kodak Plus-X).

The bright spot in the center of the

output :phosphor has made J?recise evaluation of the film records impossible.
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VI.

PROGRAM FOR THEI NEXT INTERVAL

After completing the installation of the special X-ray table, the operational characteristics of the image-amplifying tubes will be studied and compared with the earlier results from the nonelectronic system.
these measurements, a limited clinical program will be started.

Following
The medical

staff of Emory University has demonstrated an increasing interest in the use
of cineffluorographic techniques, and many clinical problems have been suggested for study.

It is hoped that the more important of these can be in-

cluded before the termination of the contract.
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PERSONNEL

The personnel engaged on this project during the period covered by this
report were:
Position

Approximate
Hours War ked

J. L. Brown

Assistant Research Physi.cist

195

R. M. Goodman

Research Engineer

130

Name

w.

Johnson

Research Assistant

135

w. c.

Si~son

Research Associate

130

J. H. Tolan

Project Director

130

A. E. Williamson

Research Physicist

270

H. D. Youmans

Research Assistant

260

R.

Dr. Simpson became associated with the project in September and acted as
a consultant on the optical and photographic problems.

A biographical sketch

is attached in the appendix.

Mr. Williamson joined the staff of the Engineering Experiment Station in
September and was assigned part-time to the project.
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in the overall aspects of the project.

A biographical sketch for Mr. Williams0n

is also included in the appendix.
Resnect,f'u :llv submi.tted ~

~J. H. Tolan

Project Director

C/J. L. Brown

Assistant Research Physicist

~. W1JJ.iamson
Research Phys~cist

A.

W. C. Simpson '
Research Associate
A~ed~

J:' E. Boyd f . Chief, Physical Sciences Division

Paul K. Calaway, Di.recUr V V't ( )
Engineering Experiment Station
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I.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to provide information regarding the suitability of electronic-image-amplification in cin~fluorography.

The project con-

sists of an experimental study of commercially available electronic-imageamplifying devices, which will be used in a system incorporating a motion picture
camera for recording the image formed on a fluorescent surface by an X-ray beam.
The work is divided into four principal tasks as follows:

(A)

the evaluation of nonelectronic cinefluorography to obtain basic infor-

mation on contrast, exposure factors, detail and overall system efficiency;
(B)

the evaluation of electronic cinefluorography to determine which diag-

nostic procedures are possible with image amplification and to correlate information obtained in Task A;
(C)

the fabrication of a laboratory model using an image-amplifying tube;

(D)

the development of accessory items which would be useful in analyzing

and

film results if time and funds permit.
II.

ABSTRJ\CT

Results of a study of different film emulsions indicate that, in general,
several film types·can be . used for cinefluorography.

The choice of a suitable

film would be determined by a compromise between the amount of X-ray exposure
which can be tolerated and the resolution required.

To standardize the pro-

cessing of film, the Eastman Kodak Special Linagraph Ortho will be used in the
experimental program.
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Preliminary techniq_ue curves for the Westinghouse and Philips electronic
systems are reported.

These curves represent the best effort that could be made

to resolve irregularities in the output characteristics of both tubes; and
se~uently,

con~

the curves should not be interpreted as conclusive.

The special x-ray table has been installed and found to operate satisfactorily.

Several minor modifications to facilitate its use are planned.
III.

CONFERENCES

There were no conferences attended by project personnel during the report
period.
IV.
A.

Task B.

F PCTUAL DATA

Evaluation of Electronic Cinefluorography

Thus far, the experimental work on this project has involved the investigation of several variable factors which contribute to the diagnostic value of
a fluorographic image.

The purpose of this report is to summarize this work,

giving preliminary results · of the system comparisons, and to outline briefly
the further determinations to be made under a contract extension.
Among the several different film emulsions usedwereKodak Tri-X, Kodak
Plus-X, Eastman Linagraph Ortho, Eastman Special Linagraph Ortho Emulsion No.
0-1130-2-01 and DuPont High Speed Panchromatic Emulsion No. SX 246-010-7.

From

the work which has been done, no one film can be said to be best for cine'fluoro~
graphy.

For example,

other films but

use of Plus-X film gives much better resolution than the

re~uires

by the other films.

an X-ray exposure several times the exposure

In order to further evaluate the systems

it is proposed

that only one film, the Eastman Special Linagraph Ortho, be used.
where finer detail is required, Plus-X f:i.lm can be used.

-2-
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All of the film was developed tn type-X positive developer to obtain the
high contrast desirable in a fluorographic image.
Film processing for this project has been done by the Motion Picture Unit
of the U. S. Public Health Service's Communicable Disease Center at Chamblee,
Georgia.
printers.

This organization has 16mm and 35mm developing machines and35to 16mm
Their service has been made available without charge.

that this type of developing procedure is more standardized

It i.s beli.eved

than any which

could be devised on a small-batch basis.
Preliminary technique curves for the two electronic systems are shown in
Figures 1 and 2.

Some of these data were taken with other film types, but it

has all been reduced to the equivalent value for the Eastman special film by
comparison of optical density-versus-MAS data for each film.
curve is for a complete system (containing an
lenses and camera).

Note that each

X-ray-to~optical

conversion device,

These two systems will be discussed below.

The electronic system utilizing the Westinghouse image-amplifier tube consists of the following: a Westinghouse

image~amplifier

tube (serial no. 313095),

a coupling lens (75mm, f/2.9), a camera lens (50mm, f/2.8) and a Bell and Howell
"Eyemo" camera with a 160° (open) shutter operating at 16 frames per second.

As

mentioned in earlier reports, the Westinghouse tube has an output which is not
uniform over the face of the screen.
cates that they are in agreement with

Correspondence with the manufacturer

indi~

our results since a film which they exposed

on final test of the tube shows identical nonuniformity.

Unfortunately, this

vari~

ation is considered within specifications and has been passed routinely by their
quality control department.

Their letter mentions, however, that Westinghouse is

conside ring establishing new specifications for an intensifier to be used in
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cine applications.

This will be a tube which has been selected for its uni-

form output and will be sold at a higher price.
Because of this variation of intensity across the output phosphor, there
is the possibility of large-scale errors in reading the density from film taken
with this tube.

Also, as the intensity varies across the tube, the technique

shown is applicable only to the area of the tube face where these measurements
were made and, therefore, represents no more than an average value for the total
area of the tube face.
The electronic system utilizing the Philips image-amplifier consists of the
following components: a Philips image-amplifier, a coupling lens (55mm, f / 1.5),
a camera lens (75mm, f / 2.9)
described above.

and the Bell and Howell "Eyemo" camera operated as

This particular Philips tube has a bright spot at the center

of the output phosphor.

This fault limited the usefulness of the tube and mea-

surements made are also subject to error.

Correspondence with the manufacturer

determined the fault to be due to positive ion bombardment of the photocathode.
These positive ions are formed from residual gases in the tube and are focused
by the electrostatic lenses on the center of the photocathode where they emit
secondary electrons producing a like image on the output phosphor.

The manufac-

turer accepted responsibility for the defect and agreed to replace the tube.
Figures 1 and 2 represent the bulk of the experimental determinations to
date.

As pointed out previously, the curves for the two electronic systems rep-

resent compromises because of the nonuniformity of the output phosphor of the
two intensifiers.

With the receipt of a more satisfactory Philips tube, it will

be possible to obtain more reliable data on that tube.
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Figure 3 shows a series of exposures made with all three systems on the
two film types.

The exposures for the two electronic systems cl2arly show the

defects mentioned above.

The relative speed of the two film types is not appar-

ent from this illustration but densitrometric measurements indicate the Eastman
Special Linagraph Ortho film to be slightly faster, in this application, than
the DuPont Special Panchromatic film.
B.

Task C.

Fabrication of a Laboratory Model

The installation of a special x-ray table described in previous reports
has been completed.
11

This table with the Westinghouse image-amplifier tube,

Eyemo" camera ani sui table coupling lenses were used in the initial installation.

Preliminary results with the use of the Westinghouse tube were unsatisfactory,
as previously described, but the operation permitted an evaluation of the operation of the table and of the Westinghouse tube.
The table was designed to be used in two fixed orientations.

The first,

and perhaps more common, is that shown in Figure 4 with the table in a horizontal position, the X-ray tube under the table and the amplifier tube and camera
assembly over the table.

The second position, shown in Figure

5, has the table

inclined vertically with the X-ray tube behind and the image tube and camera
assembly in front of the system.
Use of this system has indicated the need for several minor refinements
which will be undertaken during the next period.

The use of the table, however,

has not been restricted by these factors, and a clinical study of normal and
pathological laryngeal function has been started.
A mounting system for the Philips image-amplifier tube has not been fabricated since the tube is to be

replaced and a new one was not available before the end

-7-
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ALUMINUM TEST OBJECT IN 10 CM MASONITE PHANTOM
DUPONT SPECIAL
PANCHROMATIC

EASTMAN SPECIAL
L INA GRAPH ORTHO

NONELECTRONIC, 105 KVP, 130 MA, 1/60 SEC. EXPOSURE AT 15 FRAMES/SEC.

WESTINGHOUSE, 70 KVP, 30 MA, 1/36 SEC. EXPOSURE AT 16 FRAMES/SEC.

PHILIPS, 50 KVP, 30 MA, 1/36 SEC. EXPOSURE AT 16 FRAMES/SEC.

Figure 3.

Film Exposure with
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View of the Special X-Ray Table in a Horizontal Position.
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Figure

5. View of t he Sp ec i al X-Ray Table in a Vertical Position.
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Provisions were made, however, for the fabrication of

such a mounting so that this addition can be readily made.
A mount for the Arriflex camera was not constructed because the available
lenses were not adaptable to this camera.

Suitable lense adaptation will be

made so that the Arriflex camera can be used instead of the "Eyemo".
V . .CONCLUSIONS

As mentioned in the previous section, it is believed that a

better

selection of film and film processing may be possible, but for the remainder
of this project tests will be conducted using Eastman Special Linagraph Ortho

As before, this film will be processed by the

film.

u. s.

Public Health Service.

Upon receipt of the new Philips image-intensifier, a re-evaluation of that
tube will be made.

The nonuniformity in the output image of the Westinghouse

image-intensifier makes its further evaluation QUestionable.

An amplification factor could be obtained from a comparison of the techniQue curves for the various systems.

However, due to the uncertainties men-

tioned previously, the present techniQue curves are not considered accurate
enough to warrant their use in the determination of amplification factors.
These curves are reported as a matter of record only, with the understanding
that re-evaluation of the systems may substantially change the results reported
herein.
VI .

PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERV.AL

After the completion of components necessary to mount the Philips tube . on
the special X-ray table, an evaluation of the new Philips tube will be made and
the Arriflex camera will be mounted and used in conjunction with the image
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intensifier.

The Arriflex is to be preferred because of its built-in monitoring

system.
Further clinical studies will be made as subjects become available.
ial phantoms

1

Spec-

will be constructed and will be used to further evaluate the

system.
VII .

PERSONNEL

The persolli!el engaged on this project during the period covered by this
report

were~

Approximate
Hours Worked

Name

Positi0n

Brown, J. L.

Assistant Research
Physicist

40

Goodman, R. M.

Research Engineer

65

.Research Associate

140

Simpson,

w. c.

Tolan, J. H.

Project Director

Williamson, A. E.

Research Physicist

155

Youmans, H. D.

Research Assistant

205

90

Respectfully submitted:

~J.

H. Tolan
Project Director

A. E. Williamson
Approved:
..............,

RP~PA~~h

~hv~i~i~~

/)

J.- E. Boyd, uChief
Physical Sciences Division
1

W. C . .SimpscL
Research Associate

Ove Mattson, ''Practical Photographic ·problems in Radiography," Acta Radiologica, Supplementum 120, Stockholm, 1955, 206 pp.
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to provide information regarding the suitability of electronic image amplification in cin:fluorographyo

The project

consists of an experimental study of commercially available electronic ... image=
amplifying

devices.~)

which will be used in a system incorporating a motion

picture camera for recording the image formed on a fluorescent surface by an
X=ray

beam~~

The work is divided into four principal tasks as followsg
(A)

the evaluation of nonelectronic cin~fluorography to obtaL~ basic

information on

contrast~

exposure factors)) detail and overall system effi=

ciency;
(B)

the evaluation of electronic cin~fluorography to determine which

diagnostic procedures are possible with image amplification and to correlate
information obtained in Task A;
(C)

the fabrication of a laboratory model using an image=amplifying

(D)

the development of accessory items which would be useful in analyz-

tubej

ing film results if time and funds permito

-1=
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ABSTRACT

As a result of conferences with other persons who have been working in
the field of cin~fluorography 9 it was decided that film processing should be
done by the same group who made the exposures and that carefully controlled
film processing methods must be employedo
cedures justify the changeo

Results obtained with the new pro"'"

The revised constant density curves for the non=

electronic system are almost completed and will be given in the next reporto
A replacement Philips image-amplifier tube has been received and
and the Arriflex camera has been mountedo

installed~

The Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion has agreeed to replace the Westinghouse image-=amplifier now owned by the
projectu

A review of the basic properties of photographic emulsions is at-

tached as an appendixo
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CONFERENCES

During the week of May 7 to May 11 Mro Ao Eo Williamson visited the
Friez Instruments Division of the Bendix Aviation Corporation in Baltimore.,
Maryland~
Baltimore~

the Department of Radiology at Johns Hopkins University in
Maryland j the Department of Radiology at the University of

Rochester Medical School in
Laboratory in
in East

Rochester~

Pittsburgh~

Rochester~

New

York~

the Eastman Kodak Research

New York) and the Westinghouse Research Laborator.y

Pennsylvaniao

Mro Williamson was joined by Dro Wo Co

Simpson for conferences at the Eastman Kodak Research Laboratory and at the
Westinghouse Research Laboratoryo
Characteristics of the Lumicon 9 a closed circuit television system manufactured by Friez Instruments Division 9 were disc,ussed with Mro J o Ho

Waite.~>

Mro Ra Bo Stevensons Mro Robert, Lee and Dro Ralph Sturm at Friez Instruments
and with Dro Russell Mor gan at Johns Hopkins Universityo

Dro Morgan is using

the Lunde on for both X=ray diagnosis and X=ray therapy moni toringo

Other

appli cations of the Lmnicon have been made to the monitoring of high energy
therapy units such as the two Mev Van der Graaff machine at the Public Health
Servi es Hospital at Bethesda 9 Marylando
Some data on the characteristics of the Lumicon were obtainedo

Aceording

t o Dra MorganS> for a I"adiation intensity of 100 milliroentgens per second at
t he s creen and with no
Oa25=mm

diameter ~

absorber,~>

he Lumicon will iresolve' a steel wire of

woth a lO=cm masonite absorber (simulating a chest) and a

.. a.diation intensity of 10 milliroentgens per second at the
will 'resolve• a Oo4=mm

wire~

screen.~!

the system

for an absorber simulating the lower abdomenj)

an intensity of 1 milliroent gen per second at the

=3=

s cre en~

the system will
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The use of the word uresolveg here is in the sense

of the ability to dis ern ·the given object from the backgroundo

Dr a Morgan

did not say but it is assumed that the wires used as tes-t objects were located
close to the fluorescent screeno
Using a Lumi con with an f/lo5 lens 9

~~

Mro Williamson and Mro Stevenson

obtained the following data during the visito
a port able Keleket X""'ray unit.\> a Lumicon
absorbero

The test setup consisted of

sys-tem~

and an 8c5=cm Masonite

With a target=to=screen distance of 30 ino» the absorber was lo=

cat ed approximately midway between the
Using an opaque (barium=filled)

x~ray

catheter ~

with the catheter on the tube=side of the

tube and the Lumicon screeno

approximately 1 mm in diameter»
absorber~

uresolved 9 at a minimum rrtechniquea of 45 KVP and 1
the

screen~side

of the absorbeT 2 the minimum

eter could be ureso ved 0 was 62 KVP and 1 MAo

3

the catheter could be
MA~

for the catheter on

techniquen for which the cathThen a wire screen with 20

m.res per inc h.\) each wire having a diameter of Oo h1 mmp was used as a test
ob "ect o No addi tional absorber was usedo

With the wire screen located 15

em from the fluot'escent s r een 9 the wires of the s creen could be uresolvedo
for a mini:nn.h"l'l utechnique 0 of 62 KVP and 3 MAc

With the wire screen adjacent

to t he fluor escent screen)) ·u resolution g could not be achievedo
0

tec hnique ~

The wor d

is used by the medical profession to denote a set of radiographic

conditions for which an acceptable radiograph is obtainedo

For example 9 if

it is desired to X=ray an object of a given thickness and density and to
obtain a radiograph on a given type of film 9 then the
{~

0

techniqueu to obtain

Urrfortunately a light tunnel for the f/Oo75 Fl uor o Ektar lens was not
available so no test s could be made with that lens o

=4=
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the radiograph would be (
cussed laterc

)

KVP~

(

) MA and (

) So

These factors are dis-

In cin~ operations~ the exposure ~ is set by the framing speed

of the camera or by the duration of a pulse of
The Lumicon is very impressive as a light
ture was obtained

when~

with some dark

x~radiationo

amplifier~

adaptation~

a legible video

pic~

the outline of the object

could just barely be discerned directlyo
At the

x~ray

Plant of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in

Baltimore~

Mro De Ho Steinweg discussed the new standards for the production of Westinghouse image-amplifier tubeso
the old

requirements~

These new requirements are much more rigid than

but the possibility of obtaining a tube which would not

be ideally sui ted for cin~fluorography still e.xist.so

Westinghouse has ag;eed

to replace the image=amplifier tube that the project now owns and which has
been found to be unsatisfactory for an evaluation studyo
Mro

Sydney Weinberg and Dro Jo So Wa·tson of the Department of Radiology 9

University of Rochester Medical School 9 reviewed some

16~

film of tests*

made a t Emory University under this project with the conventional (none=>
elec tronic) system and with both of the image=amplifier tubeso
ments -v.rere made on the quality of the filmo

Several com=

First9 better results would

pr obably be obt a ined by developing the negatives for 5 or 6 minutes in Kodak
Liquid X=ray Developer to a gamma of two (just short of fogging the film)G
I t i u also imperative that dev-eloping facilities be available at the loca=
tion of the tes t s so tha t r esults of a given study can be readily available
and so tha t development can be adequately controlledo
o hut.te r ~

*

Second~

without a

the convent ional system cannot be expected to give sharp pictureso

The t ests were made on 35 =rmn film and "printed=down 19 to 16 mmo

=5=
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the screen persistence is such that a

smearing of the picture will occur during the film=transport timeo
Construction of special

x~ray

phantoms and properties of special

high~

contrast X=ray films were discussed with Dro Herman Seemann at the Eastman
Kodak Research Laboratoryo
glue=impregnated

sponge~

These special phantoms are constructed of

wax~

etco~

bone~

to simulate the human anatomyo * A phan-

tom which would be more easily constructed and which would probably be satis""'
factory for this work was constructed as followsg
had suspended in it pieces of

bone~

a lO=cm Lucite water tank

alphabet soup 9 nylon tubing 9 glue-

impregnated sponge 9 etco9 all suitably waterproofed by enclosure in plastic
bagso

This type of phantom can be quickly (and cheaply) obtained and satis-

factorily simulates the varying densities in the human bodyo

Dro Seemannus

group has a pair of matched projectors which project the images from two
different films side=by=side on a screeno

These projectors can be used to

compare radiographs of the same object which differ in some respecto
In discussions with Dro Fitzhugh Marshall at the Westinghouse Research
Laboratory.\) it was revealed that the Farrand Optical Company has developed a
closed=circuit television system which is approximately 10 times more sensi=
tive than the Lumicon and that Westinghouse has a system 100 times more
sensitive than the Lumicono

Dro Marshall also pointed out that Westinghouseus

Fluorex image=amplifi.er system could bemuch improved by utilizing develop=
ments of the past few years£) but that the cost=per-unit would approach twenty
thousand dollarso

Concerning the Philips image=amplifier tube 2 Dro Marshall

believes the ngas spotn in the tube is due to the liberation of gas molecules

* A brief

report on the construction of these phantoms is given in
Volo 64£! Noo 1» po 114» January 1955o

=6=
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from the organic coating on the X""ray phosphor 9 and that this fault is in""
herent in the Philips tube because an

organic~

rather than inorganic coating

is usedo
Dro Jom1 Coltman of the Westinghouse Research Laboratory discussed methods
of determining the resolution of image-amplifier systemso

The most important

conclusion that he has reached is that resolution cannot be stated as one
numbero

Dro Col tman has studied a method of specifying the imaging properties

of a system by the response of the system to an input that is sinusoidal in
spaceo

*

i*"

This method is discussed in The Journal of the Optical Society of America.!)
Volo 44.11 Noo 65! ppo 468-471.1' June 1954o

=7=
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Evaluation of Nonelectronic Cinefluorography

In the operation of any X-ray device where permanent records are desired
the end product is the

radiograph~

can be produced in several wayso

or photographic negativeo

This negative

One method is to let the X=ray impinge

directly on the negative.\) that is.v the X=rays activate the film emulsion
directlyo

Usually a double=coated film is used in this methodo

An alter=

natiYe to this direct method utilizes a pair of intensifying fluorescent
screens ,<) one on each side of the negative.ll to intensify the picture by the
light from the screens o A third method of obtaining a radiograph uses an
intermediate step where the X=rays are converted to visible light by a
rescent screeno

fluo~

The output of this fluorescent screen is photographedo

latter method is employed in all three systems in this

evaluation~

the image=amplifier tubes where there is an additional stageo

The

except for

This addi=

t ional stage is the conversion of the light coming from the X=ray=energized
fluores ent screen to· electrical energy which is focussed and amplified be=
fore it reaches another fluores cent screeno

This second fluorescent screen

is ·t he one which is photographedo

The darkening of the film by X=rays.\) whether dire""t or with a screen.\) is
called the radiographic effecto

Several empirical relationships have been

vv.ritten for the radiographic effecto

.;*"

The most commonly used relationship is

Rad iographic effect

See ~

for example~ Physical Foundations of Radiology by Glasser~ Quimby~
Tayl or and ~veatherwas o Published by Hoebero Or Acta Radiologica» Volo
J6=4J ppo )L l =J2 J ~ 1951o

=8=
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where

c

g;:

a constant characteristic of the complete X=ray=to=film
proc essing system

1!::

the X=ray tube current in milliamperes

KVP

:::,:

the peak

n

- a number (approximately 5) for conventional radiography

S

~

d

:.:: the distance from the X=ray source to the fluorescent

MA

x~ray

voltage in kilovolts

the X=ray exposure time in seconds

screen or film
The value of n for electronic image amplification systems pas not been estab=
lishedo

Preliminary work here has indicated a value between three and four

for the Philips image=amplifier tubeo
For a given system.!> if the radiographic effect which causes a film density

n1

is

~9

then if the parameters MA 9

that the radiographic effect. remains

s~

KVP 9 or d are varied in such a manner

the density should remain D

R:r_.~>

1

In

o

general then 9 if.!> in addition to the above constants 9 the properties of the
test object.9 such as thickness and X=ray absorptions are known it is possible
to calculate the correct values of KV and MA to give a radiograph of the de=
sired densityo
Without calculating the values of these constants 9 the same information
car~

be obtained from a set of'

constant=densi ty or

experimentally~determined curves,~~

u technique u

cruv·eso

connnonly called

On these curves 9 values of

MAS~

is 2 tube current in milliamperes multiplied by X=ray exposure time in

that

seconds~

.s.re plotted versus test object thickness with KVP as a parameter giving a
family of curves for KVP = a constant.$) all curves being determined for a given
film density and a given X=ray=tube=target=to ...fluorescent=screen distanceo

=9=
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In Quarterly Progress Report Noo
conventional or nonelectronic systemo

2~

such curves were reported for the

In attempting to use these curves to

determine the proper utechniquesu for animal
were notede

studies~

certain discrepancies

Investigation disclosed that points on these curves had been

obtained by exposing the fluorescent screen to

x~rays

with specified

x~ray

tube current (MA) and X.... ray exposure time (S) with the film in place and with
no camera shuttero

This meant that the film was exposed to the output of the

screen both during the X... ray exposure and during the screen afterglow o

The

afterglow is a function of both the X=ray energy (KV) and the X=ray exposure
timeo
seco

During normal (cin~) operation.9 the X=ray exposure time is set at 1/60
At this exposure.11 the afterglow is negligibleo

higher MAS values on the technique

curves~

Howevers at some of the

the longer exposure times which

were used in obtaining the data made the exposure of the film quite different
from that wh i ch would have been obtained in 1/60 sec where the screen after=
gl ow is small and negligibleo
reliableo

For this reason the curves are not considered

They will be redetermined by operating the system as it is operated

in ac t ual useo

This procedure will consume more film than the previous one

because approximately 40 ino of film are used on each test during acceleration
and de el eration of the filmo
Another factor which influences the technique curves is the processing of
the filmo

As alr eady pointed outJl several people have questioned the film

pro essing procedure previously usedo
For these r easons the constant=density or rrtechniquev curves are being
rede"{jermined for the nonelectronic systemo
near completiono

This work has progressed and is

It should be noted at this point that a technique curve

=10=
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applies only to a particular set of carefully=controlled conditionso
ditions under which these curves were obtained will be
the

curves~

Bo

Task Bo

presented~

The con-

along with

in the next reporto

Evaluation of Electronic Cinefluorography

The replacement Philips image=amplifier tube has been received and mounted
on the special

x~ray

tableo

A mount for the Arriflex camera which can be used

interchangeably on either of the
constructedo
and receivedo

image~amplifier

tubes has been designed and

A DC power supply to operate the Arriflex camera has been ordered
An attempt to obtain from commercial sources the lenses which

are necessary for an optimum (f/lo5) optical system proved fruitlesso

However~

the Signal Corps possesses the required lenses and arrangements have been made
to obtain these lenses on loano

Preparations here are

lenses are received the evaluation of the new Philips

complete~

and when these

image~amplifier

tube

can proceedo
The Westinghouse Electric Corporation has agreed to replace the
amplifier tube which the project now ownso
the

exchange~

image~

No definite date has been set for

but assurance was given that it would be at the earliest possible

timeo
As stated in the last

report~

the Eastman Kodak Special Linagraph Ortho

film will be used for comparing the three systemso

This choice was made be=

cause this film seems best for the nonelectronic system.\) where the maximum
sensitivity in film is desirableo
herent backgroundo
it upo
Oo3o

However.~>

this film has an appreciable in-

Efforts of the manufacturer have not succeeded in clearing

At a gamma of 1.849 this background is recorded as a density of about
This is appreciable when one realizes that a density of about loO is

=11=
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For this

reason~

and

also because this film has a rather large grain size, it has been suggested

that better pictures may be obtained with the electronic systems using a
slower filmj such as

Tri~X

or Plus-X.

For purposes of comparing the

the Eastman Kodak Special Linagraph Ortho film will still be

used~

systems~

but some

of these other films will be investigated further for use with the electronic
systemso

=12=
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CONCLUSIONS

As a result of information obtained during the technical conferences
discussed under Section III and from subsequent experimental studies, some
changes have been made in the approach to the problem.
most

important~

First~

and probably

film processing will be done in a room adjacent to the X-ray

laboratory at Emory University.

Kodak Liquid X=ray Developer will be used

and the gamma to which the film is developed will be controlledo

fied 14=ino by 17=ino X-ray plate holders have been obtainedo
holders has a capacity of about 22 fto of

35~mm

filmo

ated plate-film tank is available for film processingo

Two modi-

Each of these

A standard refriger-

The problem of exact

dupl ication of film processing procedures has been overcome by exposing a
section of each film

strip~

which is to be developed separately, with an

· aluminum stepwedge at a set techniqueo

In addition, the time of processing

and the strengths of the solutions are carefully controlledo

As a

result~

errors of large magnitude are not encountered and by plotting the stepwedge
calibration on each strip against a standard obtained by averaging many such
determinations 9 small errors may be correctedo

Results obtained using this

pror.: ed 1re have been very encouragingo
The amplification factor of an image amplifier is defined as the ratio
of the radiographic effect for the nonelectronic or conventional system to
the radiographic effect for the image amplifier which produce the same den=
Bi ty negative for the same test object and
s ~:.:-ean

distanceo

has been

obtained~

X=ray=tube=target~to=fluorescent

As soon as a series of technique curves for each system
it will be possible to determine the amplification factors

of the electronic systems for the conditions under 1.vhich the technique curves

~lJ=
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Further investigation is required to determine how general

such an amplification factor will be.

A true amplification factor would seem

to be the ratio of radiographic effects which was obtained for the optimum
operating conditions of each system that would produce the same density radiograph for the same test objectj regardless of the type of photographic film
or processing used.
an endless task.

Determining this type of amplification factor would be

For the purpose of comparing the systems, amplification

factors will be obtained from the technique curves which are being determined
using the Eastman Kodak Special Linagraph Ortho film and the Kodak Liquid
x~ray

developero

Further studies of the system efficiencies for other films will be made
as time permitso

In the

meantime~

a review of the basic properties of film

emulsions is included as an appendix to this report.

=14-
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PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL

The determination of the technique curves for the nonelectronic system
will be continuedo

As soon as the lenses for the Arriflex camera are re-

ceived~

technique curves for the Philips image-amplifier tube will be deter-

mined.

Similarly, curves for the Westinghouse image-amplifier tube will be

obtained as soon as a replacement tube is supplied.
A special phantom which can be used to determine the minimum size of a
blood vessel containing contrast media which can be resolved has been constructedo

The minimum resolvable vessel size for each system will be deter-

mined as soon as the technique curves for the three systems are available.

=15=
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APPENDIX

Properties of Photographic Emulsions
By W. C. Simpson
Thus far in this work, several different types of photographic emulsions
have been used and some preliminary comparisons of these materials have been
made.

However~

it would be desirable in order to determine the optimum film

for each system to undertake a more thorough study of photographic emulsion
characteristics.

Consequently the following review of the basic properties

of film emulsions has been included in this report.
The first three of the major properties of an emulsion may be determined
from the characteristic curve of the emulsion (Figure

1) which shows the re-

lationship between exposure received by the emulsion and the resulting density
of the developed image.

The vexposure 1 is the total amount of electromagnetic

radiation.9 whether light!} X-radiation, etc.
milliampere-seconds (MAS), that
time in

se c onds~

is ~

X-ray exposure is measured in

X=ray tube current in milliamperes times

for different values of

x~ray

tube voltage in kilovolts (KVP),

and density is defined as log10 I 0 /I.Il where I 0 is the intensity of a photorn t ering beam and I is the intensity of that beam transmitted by the plate;
f or complete transmission (I

0

= I),

log I /I
0

= o.

The c har acteristic curve (Figure 1) begins at a point A ("threshold ex""
posuren a t, which blackening of the film first becomes perceptible) o
curved "toe"

AB .~>

After a

t he curve becomes very nearly straight in the region BCj)

density being dire t ly proportional to the log of the exposure received by
the filmo
The portion of the curve beyond point C is of no interest
indicates a reversal of density with prolonged exposureo

=17=
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Figure l.

Characteristic Curve of a Photographic Emulsion.

TIME OF DEVELOPMENT

Figure 2.

Dependance of ) upon Development Time.
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intersection D of the straight line portion BC of the curve with the exposure
axis determines the exposure AD known as the "inertia'' of the

emulsion~~

The

inertia of the film is regarded as an indication of film speed, films having
small inertia being designated Hfast 11 and those having comparatively large
inertia being designated ttslow 11 films.

The slope of the straight line portion

of the curve is the development factor, or

tan

If

~ ~

n garmna"

e=

( 'r') of the emulsion,

0

1 9 density increases in direct proportion to the log of exposure,

a condition which is usually desired in most pictorial photographic work for
proper reproduction of different intensities in different regions of a pictureo

If a film has high

gamma£~ ~

> 1,!) it is said to be of high contrast or "hardtt o

If 1f < 1 9 the film is low contrast or "soft" e

According to Weinberg and others

in the field of Radiology.9 a higher contrast is desirable$
ge sted)o

(~~

2 being sug=

The gamma of a given emulsion changes with the degree of development,

as shown in Figure 2 9 increasing rapidly at the first of the development and
t hen less rapidly as development

continues~~

F'or photometric purposes)) it will be most desirable to use a development
r outine F'l1.ich will produce nearly the same gannna on each film stripo
The urati t uden of the emulsion is defined as the ratio of the maximum
exposure to the minimum exposure resulting in satisfactory reproduction of the
ima ge~~

This range is essentially limited by the length of the straight

ment BC of the characteristic
intensity

differences£~

curve~~

seg~

For best discrimination between small

and therefore 9 for best accuracy in photometeric

-19-
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s tud i es 9 i t "s desirable to operate within the linear portion of the curve.11
using a f ilm with as high gamma as will give the required latitudeo
Close examination of any photographic emulsion will reveal a granular
structure or '' graininessn of the filmo

This grain depends partly on the

physical size of the silver halide particles in the emulsion 9 but to a greater
extent on the grouping of grains which results from development of the filmo
This grouping.\) i n turn 9 depends somewhat on the developer employedo

Fin3~

grain developers can reduce the graininess by a factor of approximately two
ever general purpose developersa

A small grain size is especially desirable

for strips which are to be projected and enlarged several timeso
is also a factor which greatly influences

resolution~

Grain size

the resolution increas=

ing as grain size decreaseso
In the field of optics and photography.9 the word Presolution q has a strict
defini ion j it is the number of uniform lines or obstructions per unit dist ance which can just be distinguished as separate lineso

These lines are

uni formly spaced with the width of the spaces equal that of the obstructionso
I n t he

X~ray

fiel d

~resolutionc

is used rather loosely to mean either the

number of evenly spaced lines per unit distance which can just be distin guished
or t o mean the smal lest ob j ect which can be discerned a gainst a given back.,.
g_"oundo

As men t ioned above_9 graininess has a great influence on resolution.9

i n parti cular en optical

resolution ~ hov.rever.~>

the effec t s of turbidity and

contras t cannot be overlookedo
Turbidity is defined as the spreading of image size with increasing
pos:J.:rr·eo

ex~

This spr eadin g is largely due to internal reflections of light by

t he sil ver grains in relatively

c oarse~ grained

=20=

films and i s thus independent
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of wav·elen gth e

On the other hand 51 diffrac tion scattering appears in

fine~

gr ain films and deGreases with increasing wavelength ..
Resolution is also dependent on contrast since high contrast aids in
differentiating between closely spaced lineso

Fine~grained

films usually

have high contrast and low turbidity,!) thus resulting in better resolution ..
Grain and contrast are influenced by development procedure and type of de=
veloper

used~

and therefore resolution isJ in turn 9 determined partly by

developmentc
The properties mentioned here for all photographic emulsions show some
depe.nden e on wavelength of the exposing radiation"

If spectral-response

studies are made for the fluorescent screens being used in the course of this
project and reveal greatly different predominant wavelengths of the emitted
lightS' some further investigation of this phase will be ne·c essaryo

=21~
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to provide information regarding the suit=
I

ability of electronic image amplification in cinefluorographyo
consists of an experiment study of commercially available

The project

electronic=image~

amplifying devices, which will be used in a system incorporating a motion
picture camera for recording the image formed on a fluorescent surface by an
X=ray beame
The work is divided into four principal tasks as followsg
(A)

the evaluation of nonelectronic cine~luorography to obtain basic

information on contrast 3 exposure

factors~

detail and overall system effi=

ciency;
(B)

the evaluation of electronic cinefluorography to determine which

diagnostic procedures are possible with image amplification and to correlate
this information with information obtained in Task A;
(C)

I

the fabrication of a laboratory model for cinefluorography using

an image=amplifying tube;
(D)

the development of accessory items which would be useful in analyz=

ing film results i f time and funds permito

= 1 =
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IIo

ABSTRACT

Constant-density curves for the nonelectronic system and for the Philips
image=intensifier-tube system are reportedo

Resolution studies have been made

with both systems of a test object which consisted of a Plexiglass tank filled
with water in which a number of plastic tubes filled with Diodrast were
suspendedo
Detailed comparisons of the characteristics of the systems are being
delayed until a new Westinghouse image=intensifier tube has been received and
its characteristics determinedo

= 2

=
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IIIo

CONFERENCES

On August 3 Mro Williamson visited the Signal Corps Engineering Labora=
tories at Fort Monmouth, New Jerseyo

The status of work on the project was

discussed with Mro Edward Po Kennedy and Mro Joseph DeClerko

The special

lenses for use with the Arriflex camera were obtained during this visito

- 3
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FACTUAL DATA

Nonelec~ronic

I

Cinefluorography

Constant=density or technique curves for the nonelectronic system have
been determinedo

These curves are given in Figure lo

gress Report Noo 5, these data are for a given
photographic filmo

~stem~

As emphasized in Pro=
from X=ray source to

This system is typical of the cin~fluorographic systems

used in clinical practiceo

In the following paragraphs the system and the

experimental procedure used in obtaining these data will be discussed in some
detailo
The functional system is shown diagramatically in Figure 2o
of -this system was presented as Figure 1 in Progress Report Noo lo
tube used was a Machlett Super Dynamaxo

A photograph
The X=ray

A distance of 30 inches from the

X-ray-tube target to fluorescent screen was

used~

with the Masonite=Prestwood

test object placed on the table at a distance of three=fourths inch from the
screeno

The fluorescent screen is a Patterson

used in fluoroscopyo
lens by a

E~2

screen==the type commonly

The light from the screen is directed to the Wray f/Oo71

front~surface

Cunningham 35mm camerao

mirroro

The Wray lens is used with a modified

The camera is driven synchronously at 15 frames per

second and the X=ray tube is pulsed on for one=sixtieth of a second by the
same synchronizing mechanism that drives the camerao

No shutter is used with

the systemo
The photographic film used was Kodak Special Linagraph Ortho 9 emulsion
Nco So Oo 1130o

Film processing was in Kodak Liquid X=ray Developer at 68

degrees Fo for six minuteso

A calibrated stepwedge was exposed on each strip

to be developed and was used to correct for minor variations in development o

~

4

=

2.0

c./)

~
z

w

~
~
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X
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Figure 1.

Constant-Density Curves for the Nonelectronic System
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Functional Diagram of the Nonelectronic System
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The procedure used for determining a point on one of the cl.ll'ves ·was the
following:

an estimate was made as to the l'-1AS and KV values necessary to

obtain a density of one * for the given test=object thickness, then three ex=
0

•

posures were

made~

all having the same KVJ but with variations in MA so that

the MAS values enclosed the estimated
was

point~

and one was at the estimated valueo

low~

that

is~

one point was

frames~

then these values

we-re averaged and the inherent background of the fiJ.Jn subtractedo
a set of three points showing the relationship between
thickness~

to

one

The optical density of the film

£or each exposure was determined for at least five

for constant KV and test object

high~

}~S

This gave

and density9

D~

In order to smooth out small

variations due to developing proceduresJ an aluminum penetrameter with 6 steps

3 " ~
3" ~ ooootO
of lb,

lrr1"

was used as a standard to determine a corrected

density~

D o This was done as follows~ the penetrameter was photographed with each
c
testa At the end of the series of testsj an average of each step was made for
five frames on each testj then an average value for each step was found for
all the testso

By plotting the density values for each step of a test versus

this average for all tests in the series 9 a curve was obtained which related ·
the density for any one test to a corrected densityo
the corrected density9 D ;; lias usedo
c

In further cal culations 9

This process was repeated for each testa

Then the primary data points were plotted on an intermediate curve of MAS
versus D

c

~

for constant KV and to

should cross the line D

c

A smooth curve connecting these points

= loOOo *il- The value of MAS which would expose the

* Density

as used herein, means the observed density less the 11 i.nherent back""'
ground" of the filmo This is the density which is proportional to the
radiographic exposureo
*'~If the curve does not intersect the D = loOO line~ the curve may be extra=
polated to this line and a more accur~te estimate of the MAS for a density of
loOO can be made and another set of three points obtainedo

=

7

=
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film to a density of loOO is the intersection of this curve and the line D

c

=

loOOo
The next and final step was to plot the MAS for a density of loOO versus
the test object thickness, a curve being obtained for each value of KVo
are the technique curves given in Figure lo

These

A preliminary study of data taken

from day to day indicates that the density actually observed for a particular
set of conditions

(KVP~

MA, t) will be bracketed by limits ten percent each

side of a density of one, the density for which these curves were constructedo
However~

an eye has difficulty differentiating between a density of Oo90 and

lalO, unless the films are side by side-9 so for clinical

studies~

these errors

are insignificanto
As previously

mentioned~

the problem of determining the resolution of a

system such as this is largely a matter of definitiono
resolvability of a given size of wire mesh has little

In medical
meaning~

work~

the

while the

ability to resolve the organs of the body (ioeo see their shadows in contrast
to the background exposure) is importanto

In order to determine a meaningful

measure of resolvability for this work, a Plexiglass
40 x 25 em has been constructedo

box~

approximately 40 x

When filled to various depths with

water~

this box simulates the absorption· and scattering within the different parts of
the human anatomyo

A Plexiglass plate which can be suspended at various depths

i:n this phantom is used to support ten polyethylene tubes of diameters (inside)
varying from OoOll" to Oa070'' o

These tubes can be filled with contrast media

and the diameter of the minimum resolvable tube determinedo

This test object

gives a measure of the minlinum resolvable blood vessel with contrast media
at various locations in the bodyo

In this type of

=

8

=

work~

the contrast=media 9

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
of the Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia
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Figure 3.

Illustration of Graphical Procedure Used in Obtaining
Constant-Density Diagrams
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Diodrast, has been most
resolution testso

frequent~

used, and this media was selected for the

In preliminary tests using 35 percent Diodrast and 20 em

thickness of water with the tubes at 10 em, the minimum resolvable diameter
was Oo066 inchG

A Diodrast concentration of 17o5 percent was also used but

failed to give sufficient contrast for resolutiono
Bo

Task Bo

I

Evaluation of Electronic Cinefluorography

The constant-density curves for the Philips image-intensifier tube and
its associated optical-and-photographic system are given in Figure 4o
complete system is shown

diagrammatical~

in Figure 5o

is mounted over the special table, while the X-ray
Focus tube is mounted under the table, 18
five-sixteenths inch Micarta table topo

i~ches

The

The intensifier tube

tube~

a Dynamax 46 Fractional-

from the upper surface of the

An X-ray-target-to-fluorescent=screen

distance of 30 inches was used, with the test object resting on the table topo

A special testplate with nine one-inch diameter holes 9

va~ing

in depth from

Ool inch to Oo9 inch in steps of Ool inch, was made from a piece of one=inch
thick aluminumo

A picture of this test plate was made at a fixed KV and MAS

on each film strip and these data were used to obtain corrected density values
in a manner similar to the use of the stepwedge with the nonelectronic systemo
The lens which is furnished with the Philips tube 9 a 55 mm, f/lo5
Schneider=Kreuznach was used as a coupling lenso

An Astro-Gesellschaft 75 mm

f/lo8 lens~ furnished by the Signal Corps was used as a taking lens on the
Arriflex camerao

The camera was operated at approximately 16 frames per secondo

The film used was the Eastman Special Linagraph Ortho which was also used with
the nonelectronic systemo

Film processing was the same as for the nonelectronic

systemo

.,. 10 ...
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Figure 4.

Constant-Density Curves for the Philips Image-Intensifier Tube
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Figure 5.

Functional Diagram of the Philips Image-Intensifier Tube
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Resolution measurements similar to those for the nonelectronic s.ystem
were made.

Preliminary results indicate resolution very close to that of the

nonelectronic systemo

- 13 -
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

The constant-density or technique curves for the nonelectronic system
and for the system using the Philips image intensifier tube are presented
in this report.

However no detailed comparison will be attempted until

similar data is available for the Westinghouse image intensifier tube systemo
Preliminary resolution data for one type of test object is presented for the
nonelectronic and the Philips tube.

The use of a slower film with the

electronic systems should improve the resolution, but would require a larger
~~S~

the exposure increasing approximately inversely as the ratio of film

speedso

- 14 -
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VI.

PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL

Further studies of resolution will be made for the Philips imageintensifier tube o A program of clinical evaluation will be starte'd using
the Philips tube system, as cases come up, and the angiocardiographic studies
on dogs will be continuedo
The Westinghouse Electric Company has indicated that it plans to ship
a

replacen~nt

image intensifier tube during the month of September.

When

this tube becomes available, the major emphasis of the project will be to
obtain technique curves and resolution data for this tube so that a comparison
of all three systems may be madeo

- 15 -
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report

were~
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Assistant Research Engineer
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130
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Ae Ee
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Respectfully submitted,
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Project Director
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I..

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to provide information regarding the suitI

ability of electronic image amplification in cinefluorography..

The project

consists of an experimental study of commercially available electronic-imageamplifying devices, which will be used in a system incorporating a motion
picture camera for recording the image formed on a fluorescent surface by an
X-ray beam ..
The work is divided into four principal tasks as follows:

(A)

I

the evaluation of nonelectronic cinefluorography to obtain basic

information on

contrast~

exposure factors, detail and overall system effi-

ciency;
(B)

the evaluation of electronic cinefluorography to determine which

diagnostic procedures are possible with image amplification and to correlate
this information with information obtained in Task A;
(C)

the fabrication of a laboratory model for cinefluorography using

an image=amplifying tube;
(D)

the development of accessory items which would be useful in analyz-

ing film results if time and funds permit ..

- 1 =
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II o

ABSTRACT

Tests with the Philips image amplifier tube have been completedo
Westinghouse image amplifier tube is undergoing testsa
being done with patients is giveno
pickup tube system is discussedo

The

A report on the work

The General Electric photoconductive
The General Electric Company is consigning

one of their systems to Emory for use in an evaluation and testing programo
Whether the system will be received in time to be considered under this project is not now

known~

Quarterly Report Noo 7j Project Noo A-203

III o CONFERENCES
On November 8 and 9 Mro Ao Eo Williamson and Mro Ho Do Youmans visited
the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories at Fort Monmouth, New Jerseyo
They were joined on November 9 by Dro He So ·weens o Other personnel associated
with the ensuing conferences and tests

were~

Dro Ralph Sturm, Mro Ro Bo

Stevenson, and Mro Bud Hudgins of the Friez Instrmnents Division, Bendix
Aviation Company;

and Mro Joseph DeClerk and Mro Lou Feller of the Signal

Corps Laboratorieso

The purpose of the visit was to make tests with the

Lumicon system similar to tests which have been conducted with the image
intensifier tubeso

The special test object, which was designed to determine

the minimum resolvable vein when the vein contained a contrast media, was
carried to the base hospital at Fort Monmouth where the tests were conductedo
The results of these tests showed that the Lumicon system could resolve the
Oo862 mm tube when it contained 35 percent Diodrast and was suspended at 10
em depth in 20 em of watero

By comparison 3 the Philips image intensifier

tube system can resolve the Oo609 mm tube under similar conditionso

The

Lumicon results are consistant with Dro Sturm's predicted theoretical resolu=
tion of about Oo8 mmo
Dro Weens and Dro Ro Ho Rohrer of the Emory University School of Medicine
attended the meeting of the Radiological Society of North America in Chicago
during the week of December 3o

While at the meeting they saw demonstrated

the photoconductive X-ray pickup tube which the General Electric Company has
developedo

This system converts X=radiation directly to an electrical out=

put which can then be amplified and presented on a television

screen~

whereas

the image amplifier tubes which this project has studied convert X-radiation

~

3

=
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to light then to electrical signalsa

Although the General Electric system is

still in the development stage, Drso Weens and Rohrer were very favorably
impressed with its possibilitieso

Discussions with General Electric lead to

an agreement whereby General Electric plans to consign one of their development instruments to Emory University for tests and evaluationo

Dro Weens is

very anxious to compare the photoconductive system with the image amplifier
tube systemso

The special X-ray table which was built on this project is

ideally suited for use with that systemo
The General Electric system has an 8 inch diameter viewing area, which
could be enlarged on future models as the technique for preparing the
conductive surfaces is improvedo
at presento

photo~

The efficiency of this system is not known

However the fact that the General Electric system is direct, no

intermediate conversion to light, gives some hope that it could be made more
efficient than the other systemso

No date has been given for the delivery of

the instrument, but it is hoped that it will be received in sufficient time
to be considered under this projecto

~
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IV o FACTUAL DATA
Ao

Task Ao

Evaluation of Nonelectronic Cinefluorography

The nonelectronic system is effectively being rebuilt by the Engineering
Experiment Station under a contract from the Department of Radiology, Emory
University Medical Schoolo

Georgia Tech is furnishing a Mitchell camera

movement which is to be modified to accept the Wray lens used in the present
systemo

A new light box has been built which can be used to photograph a

patient in either the horizontal or vertical positiono

Two fluorescent

screens will be used, one mounted in the end of the box, the other in the
topo

By inserting a mirror in the box, the screen in the top is seen by the

camerao

Without the mirror the screen in the end of the box is seeno

The

mirror is inserted by folding it down from its mount in the top of the box.
A new support mechanism for the light box and camera is also being builto
This mechanism will raise and lower the system so that various parts of a
patient can be studiedo

The new system will be completed about the first

of Januaryo
In the meantimej the old system is still operative except for continuing
malfunctions of the Cunningham camerao
camera~

In spite of the difficulties with the

the system has been used on several patients where motion sequences

were desired and where the limited viewing area of the intensifier tubes
prohibited their useo

Four of the patients had heart ailments which required

that the entire heart be seen at one tirneo
kneeo

One of the patients had a "trick"

A series of films showed the difference in action between the injured

knee and the action of a normal kneeo

- 5 -

Three tubercular patients were photo=
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graphed, along with a normal patient to obtain a film for use on a local
television station in their Christmas Seal campaigno

In

all~

eighteen

patients were studied with the conventional system during the period covered
by this reporto
Bo

Task Bo

Evaluation of Electronic Cin~fluorography

The resolution studies with the Philips image amplifier tube have been
concludedo

The results of these studies will be compared with the resolution

data on the Westinghouse image amplifier tube and with the resolution data on
the nonelectronic system in the final reporto
The Philips image amplifier tube system was used on four patients during
this repdrt periodo
one wristo

Three of the patients had abnormal joints, two elbows,

The fourth patient had an abnormal larynxo

During the past year numerous normal and abnormal lar.ynx have been studiedo
This work is being incorporated in a paper to be given at the September meeting
of the American Roentgen Ray Societyo
The Westinghouse image amplifier has been used to obtain a film strip
on a patient with a calcified heart tumoro

As the occurance of a tumor in the

heart, especially one of this large a size, is rare, great interest has been
shown in this film by the medical professiono

Present plans call for combining

the X-ray film and a film of the operation to remove the tumor to make up a
movie which will be shown at several medical meetingso

The proceedings of

one of these meetings, the New York meeting of the Tumor Society in April,
will be published and the X-ray film will be used as an illustration in the
papero

~
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CONCLUSIONS

The delay in delivery of the Westinghouse image amplifier tube has made
it impossible to complete the evaluation of that tube before the end of the
period covered by this reporto

Therefore this report is brief, the dis-

cussion of the relative merits of the systems being postponed until the next
report, which will be the final reporto

- 7
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PROGRAM FOR Tllli NEXT INTERVAL

The constant-density and resolution studies on the Westinghouse image
amplifier system will be concludedft
be continuedo
outo

The program of patient examinations will

The modified nonelectronic system will be installed and checked

Preparation of the final report and an article for one of the medical

journals on the work done on the project will commence as soon as all the data
is availableo
If the General Electric photoconductive pickup tube and its related
system are received in time, and evaluation of that system will be made and
included in the final reporto

- 8 -
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this project was to provide information regarding the
suitability of electronic image amplification in cinefluorography.

-The pro-

ject consisted of an experimental study of commercially available electronicima,ge-a.mplifying devices, which were used in a system incorporating a motion
picture camera for recording the

ima@~

formed on a fluorescent surface by an

X-ray bea.mo
The work was divided into three principal tasks:

(A)

/

the evaluation of nonelectronic cinefluorography to obtain basic

information on contrast, resolution of detail, exposure factors and overall
system efficiency;

(B)

/

the evaluation of electronic cinefluorography to obtain basic infor-

mation as above and also to determine which diagnostic procedures are possible
with image amplification;

(c)

,

the fabrication of a laboratory model for cinefluorography using

an image-amplifying tube.

-vi1-
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II.

ABSTRACT

A description of the apparatus and procedures used in the evaluation of
image-intensifying tubes is given.
Special problems occurring in the evaluation program clue to the different
sizes of the output phosphors of the tubes are noted.
A special test object for determining the diameter of the minimum resolvable vein located at a given depth in a body i.s described and results
show that the image-intensifier tubes have resolution characteristics equal
to or better than the other systems testedo

For a 20-cm water phantom and a

Diodrast concentration of 35 percent, the Philips tube system could resolve
a tube of inside diameter 0.58 mm; the Westinghouse tube system, 0.76 mm .
.Among the other systems tested were the Bendix-Friez Lumicon (resolution under
the same conditions as above, 0.76 mm); the Westinghouse Fluorex (resolution,
with accommodation, 0.58 mm, without, 0.76 mm); conventional fluoroscopy
(resolution greater than 1.77 mm, the largest tubing available); and the
General Electric TV-X direct-conversion system.

The resolution of this last

system is given as 0.58 mm for a 10-cm phantom because of limitations of the
X-ray source.
The need for a mathematical expression relating the X-·ray parameters to
the radiographic effect is discussed.
Amplification factors for the image-intensifier tube systems are defined
and given.

Practically, these amplification factors represent the factors by

which the required X-ray dose to a patient may be reduced.

For the systems

discussed in the text, which represent systems that are optimum at the present
state of the art, the Philips tube system has an average amplification factor
I

of 11, compared to conventional cinefluorography, and the Westinghouse tube
system an average amplification factor of 5·

These values are for optical

magnifications such that the maximum area of a 35-mm film frame is used in
each caseo

If the relative optical amplification for each system were the

same, the image tubes woul.d appear much better in the comparison.

·-:i:x.;..
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The desirability of making the special X-ray table and related eQuipment available to Emory University, or a similar organization, for continued
clinical work is noted.

-x-
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this project was to provide information regarding the
suitability of electronic image amplification in cinefluorography.

The pro-

ject consisted of an experimental study of cormne:r.cially available electronicimage-amplifying devices, which were ·used in a system incorporating a motion
picture camera for recording the image formed on a fluoreseent surface by an
X-ray beamo
The work was divided into three principal tasks:

(A)

the evaluation of nonelectronic cin~fluorography to obtain basic

information on contrast, resolution of detail, exposure factors and overall
system efficiency;

(B)

/
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mation as above and also to determine which diagnostic procedures are possible
with image amplification;

(C)

the fabrication of a laboratory model for cinefluorography
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"

an image-amplifying tube.
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ABSTRACT

o

A description of the apparatus and procedures used in the evaluation of
image-intensifying tubes is giveno
Special problems occurring in the evaluation program due to the different
sizes of the output phosphors of the tubes are noted.
A special test object for determining the diameter of the minimum resolvable vein located at a given depth in a body is described and results
show that the image-intensifier tubes have resolution characteristics equal
to or better than the other systems tested.

For a 20-cm water phantom and a

Diodrast concentration of 35 percent, the Philips tube system could resolve
a tube of inside diameter 0.58 mm; the Westinghouse tube system, 0.76 mm .
.Among the other systems tested were the Bendix-Friez Lumicon (resolution under
the same conditions as above, 0.76 mm); the Westinghouse Fluorex (resolution,
with accommodation, 0.58 mrn, without, 0.76 mm); conventional fluoroscopy
(resolution greater than lo77 mrn, the largest tubing available); and the
General Electric TV-X direct-conversion system.
system is given as 0.58 mm for a

l0-~1

The resolution of this last

phantom because of limitations of the

X-ray sourceo
The need for a mathematical expression relating the X-ray parameters to
the radiographic effect is discussed.
Amplification factors for the image-intensifier tube systems are defined
and given.

Practically, these am:pl:i fi.cation factors represent the factors by

which the required X-ray dose to a patient may be reduced.

For the systems

discussed in the text, which represent systems that are optimum at the present
state of the art, the Philips tube system has an average amplification factor
I

of 11, compared to conventional cinefluorography, and the Westinghouse tube
system an average am:plifi.cation factor of 5·

These values are for optical

magnifications such that the maximum area of a 35-mm film frame is used in
each case.

If the relative optical amplification for each system were the

same, the image tubes would appear much better in the comparison.
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III.

A.

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Iroage-Intensiflcation in Radi.ography
Basically, the purpose of any image-intensifying device is to enable as

much information as :possi.ble to be extracted from the fluorescent image of an
object, for a given X-ray doseo

For ordinary fluoroscopy, the amount of

small-object detail in the screen depends on the X-radiation absorbed by the
screen.

The amount of radiation absorbed is closely related to the dose to

which the patient is exposed.

The observer is unable to utilize all the

detail in the screen, however, because of the ljmited ability of the eye to
retain detail.

The usual arrangement is optically inefficient also, only a

small fraction of the ligbt emitted by the fluorescent screen reaching the
retina of the observer's eye.

L:i.kewise in miniature radiography, an appre-

ciable light loss occurs in the optical link, in this case, due to the small
aperture of the camera lens.

For a typical system, only about one percent

of the light leaving the screen reaches the filma*

Full-size radiography

using double-emulsion fi.lm and intensifying screens is much better in this
respect, the direct contact between the film and the intensifying screens
preventing loss of light.
Thus a main purpose of an image-intensifying device is to compensate
for the light energy loss in the optical system between the fluorescent screen
and the light detectoro
The jmage-intensifying tube considerably increases the efficiency of the
system, for a given X-ray dose, when this system is compared with miniature
radiography.

However, when compared to full-size radiography, the image

:i .ntensifier offers only secondary advantages.

These are:

(l) the X-ray dose

to the patient i.s reduced and (2) cLn~matography, or the production of X-ray
motion pictures, is prac. icalo

* M.

c.

Teves, Philips Techn1ca.l Review

17, 3, 69-71 (1955).

-1-
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B.

History of the Present Project
The original request for a proposal for research in cin~fluorography was

received in September l954 o

The Georgia Tech Research Institute was awarded

the contract and the technical phase of the program commenced on February 15,
l955o

Initially Mr. John H. Tolan was assigned as project director.

assisted by Mr. John L. Brown, Mr. Ralph Johnson and Mr. John Fields.

He was
In

September of 1955, Mr. Johnson and Mr. Fields left the project and Dr. W. C.
Simpson, Assistant Professor of Physics at Georgia Tech, joined the project
as a quarter-time consultant.

Mr. Harry D. Youmans, a physics student at

Emory University, was hired about this same time as a part-time Technical
Assistant.

Mr. Youmans 1 previous experience as a service representative of

the X-ray department of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation has been invaluable.
When Mr. A. E. Williamson joined the staff of the Engineering Experiment
Station in September 1955, he was assigned part time to the project.

Mr.

Brown has continued to assist the project with its optical problems.
When Mr. Tolan terminated his employment at Georgia Tech in May 1956,

Mr. Williamson assumed the duties of project director.
The original contract period was for one year, February 15, 1955, to
February 15, 1956.

Because of difficulties in obtaining satisfactory image-

lntensifier tubes and because of the desire to expand the clinical phase of
the program, the contract was renewed for a second period, terminating March
15, 1957·
'Ihe experimental program has been conducted in space provided by the
Department of Radiology of the Emory University Medical School.

This depart-

ment has also supplied the conventional cin~fluorography system for comparison
with the image-intensifier tubes.

The assistance and advice of the personnel

at Emory University have been invaluable.

Dr. H. S. Weens, Chairman of the
I

department, was especially helpful to the project by making his own services
available when needed as well as for furnishing space in his department for
the experimental program and for furnishing patients for the clinical program.

-2-
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IV.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

In order to obtain a reference for comparison, a program of tests was
conducted with the conventional cin~fluorography system which the Department
of Radiology of the Emory University School of Medicine had constructed.

Some

difficulties were encountered with this system due principal ly to camera malfunctions.

Recently this system has been considerably modified and in its

present form, functions reli.ably.

A detailed description of thi.s system is

given later.
The image-intensifier tubes are bulky, heavy items, weighing about 50
pounds.

Because of their bulk and weight, a sturdier supporting mechanism

was required than was commercially available at the time.

The decision was

made to build a complete table, X-ray tube and image-amplifier tube assembly,
rather than to buy a commercial table and modify it for this purpose o

The

first cost estimate indicated that this woul d be a much less expensive approach; however, as it turned out the costs might have been less if a commercial table had been purchased and modified.
It is believed that a significant contribution was made to the X-raytable-design art in that the

speci~l

table demonstrated the feasibility of

using non-hardened ways with nylon tired roller bearings, instead of hardened
ways and steel-bearings generally used .

This represents a considerable sav-

ings in the cost of construction of a table.

Features of the special X-ray

table are discussed further below .
In the field of op·t i.cs and photography, resolution may be defined as the
number of unlform lines or obstructions per unit length which can just be distinguished as separat e lines.

These lines may be uniformly spaced with the

width of the spaces equal to that of t he obstructions.

In radiography, reso-

lution is used rather loosely to mean either the number of evenly spaced obstructions per unit distance which can just be distinguished or, more often,
to mean the smallest object wh:ich can be discerned against a given background.
Furthermore, in optics, t he lJ.nes are black and the spaces are white.

In

radiography this would compare to lead obstructions and air spaces, a situation

- 3-
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which has little meaning in a study of the body.

The radiologist is interested

in seeing a particular organ or part of the body embedded in the res.t of the
body.

In optics the word ''contrast'' would be more descriptive of what the

radiologist seeks.

This would correspond to trying to resolve a group of lines

of one shade of gray, with the spaces a slightly different shade of gray.
For the purposes of this report resolution will be used in the sense that
the radiologist uses it.

The most usefUl resolution determination is one which

stimulates conditions within the body.
tissue.

Many materials are used to simulate

Three major factors to be considered in the selection of a material

(1) bulk density, (2) electron density and (3) effective atomic number.

are:

Some common materials for which the properties listed above are similar to
tissue are water, Masonite Prestwood, Plexiglas and rice* o Water is often
used because it is readily available and instruments may be inserted and moved
around within the test object.
water.

Plexiglas is often formed into a container for

Rice can be sewed into specially shaped bags to simulate particular

portions of the anatomy.

Test objects constructed by laminating thin sheets

of Masonite Prestwood are used to simulate parts of the body of more complex
shape.
While a more sophisticated approach has been taken by some groups** in
the construction of test objects (or phantoms) for special purposes, a simple
approach will yield useful results in many cases.

For example, a test object

to simulate veins within the body can be very simply constructed.

Such a de-

vice is described in a later section.
A.

Description of Apparatus

1.

Conventional System
The conventional or nonelectronic system is shown diagrammatically

in Figure 1, and photographically in Figures 2 and 3.

*

This system utilizes a

See, for example, Spiers, F. Wo, ·rrsca ttering and Absorption of Common
Phantom Materials." British Journal of Radiology (1943).

** See, for example, Splettstosser, H. R. and Seemann, H. E., ''A Phantom for
Physical Studies in Chest Radiography." Radiology 64, 1, 114 (1955).
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Machlett uSuper Dyna.max,

11

double-focusing X-ray tube.

spot sizes are 1 mm and 2 mm.

The effective focal-

Originally the tube was mounted on a side-rail

tube-stand, but the lack of rigidity of this stand necessitated the change to
a floor-to-ceiling type of tube-stand, as shown in the picture.
The same high voltage generator is used for both the conventional and
the image-amplifier tube systems.

This generator supplies a peaked voltage,

and when operated from a 60-cycle line, it gives 120 pulses per second to the
X-ray tubeo

The maximum ratings of this generator are 100 kilovolts-peak and

200 milliamperes averageo

A high voltage switch within the transformer box

switches the output to the selected X-ray tube.
A pair of TX45-S thyratron tubes control the current to the X-ray transformer.

These tubes are controlled by the exposure-initiating circuit, which

makes it possible to switch the X-ray tube power on and off rapidly, making
possible the operation described below.
Two Patterson E-2 fluorescent screens are provided.

One is mounted in

the end of the ~ight box for direct cin~fluorography of a standing patient.
The other is mounted in the top of the light box for study of lying-down
patients and uses a front-surface mirror at 45 degrees to reflect the image
into the camera.

The optical path-length from the screen to the film is the

same in both cases.
in use.

The mirror folds up against the top of the box when not

All of the tests discussed here were made using the fluorescent screen

in the top of the box, the box being placed under the table as shown in Figure 2.
Originally a 35-mm Cunningham camera was used in this system.

This camera

had been extensively modified and malfunctioned freq_uently.
At some time in the past, Georgia Tech acq_uired two high-speed Mitchell
camera movements as surplus property.

Arrangements were made to transfer one

camera to Emory University, with the condition that it be modified to accept
the Wray lens so that it could be used for this work.

This was done and the

present system, incorporating the Mitchell camera movement, is shown in
Figure 3

o

In the case of the Mitchell, as well as the Cunningham camera, syn-

chronization of the film transport mechanism with the X-ray pulses is achieved
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by a cam-operated microswitch.

The Mitchell camera has an electrical inter-

lock to stop the camera in the event of a film jam "
Two lenses were tested with this system:
Wray f/0.71.

a Bausch and Lomb f/0.9 and a

The Wray lens was selected for the subsequent tests with this

system because the B and L lens had a curvature of field which limited its
use at 35 mm .
The camera is driven by an 1800-rpm synchronous motor through a gear
system which permits framing speeds of 7.5, 15 and 30 frames per second.

The

cam which operates the mechanism to synchronize the X-ray pulses with the film
transport is driven by this same gear system.

A second cam-microswitch cir-

cuit is driven by the gear system to give one-second timing markers to an
electrocardiograph and to a small neon bulb in the field of view of the camera,

,

thus synchronizing the electrocardiograph charts and the cineradiographs.
The drive motor, gear system, and camera are mounted on ways which allow
accurate focusing, and a choice of three reduction ratios for field size:
12:1, 16.5:1 and 20.9:1.

The 16.5:1 ratio is most commonly employed, since

this is very close to the rati.o for whi.ch the Wray lens was designed, 16:1.
By pulsing the X-rays synchronously with the film-indexing mechanism,
it is possible to operate the conventional system without a shutter.

This is

desirable because the short back-focus of the Wray (and also the B and L) lens
would require a before-the-lens shutter and, while this type of shutter has
been built, it is complicated and expensive.*

The persistance of a fluores-

cent screen such as the Patterson E-2, which has a very short decay time, has
not caused image blurring or carry-over from one frame to the next; at least
not to a noticeable degree.

The build-up of screen persistence as a result

of long exposures is unavoidable wi.thout an elaborate quenching device.

It

is well known that fluorescent lag :i.s dependent upon . both the· intensity of
the exposure and the elapsed time of the exposure.
build-up of intensity has been observed.

During a long exposure a

However, pulsing certainly reduces

such build-up.

*Mr. S o Weinberg has such a shutter on his unit at the University of
Rochester.
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There are several other advantages to synchronously pulsing the X-ray
exposure:

(l) the X-ray exposure to the patient is reduced, (2) the load on

the X-ray tube is lessened and (3) the control thyratrons operate cooler.
The ways which hold the camera and light-box assemblies are mounted on a
hoisting device which permits positioning of the light box at any desired
height from the floor up to about six feet.

This device is basically a fork-

lift mechanism with a ratchet and slip-clutch crank.

Additional tripod-like

extensionable legs are provided to steady the light box in the higher positions.
This system has two primary limitations:

(l) there is no provision for

visual monitoring of the fluorescent image and (2) the patient is exposed to
a relatively large X-ray dose during a typical examination.

While it is not

absolutely necessary to monitor the fluorescent screen, it would be convenient
during certain procedures, such as heart catherizations.
As an example of the dose received by a patient consider the following:
it is desired to study the lower abdomen of a patient.
is 20 em thick.
a "techniQue

11

An average abdomen

Tb obtain a film with an average density of one would reQuire

of 90 KVP and 200 MA. *

At 90 KVP and a film-to-skin distance

equal to 12 inches, the roentgen-rate in air is 3.5 r/100 MAS.**
examination of a body process takes about six seconds.

An average

Because the X-ray

source is pulsed, only one-fourth of this time is the skin-dose time. So,
the skin dose is ( ~ 5 ~)(~)(200 MA) ~ 10.5 r. This is normally con-

10

sidered to be a maximum diagnostic exposure for people who are still in their
reproductive years.

Thus the usefulness of this system is governed by the

required exposure to the patient and by the prognosis of the patient's condition.

*

The word technique is used by the medical profession to denote a set of
radiographic conditions. For X-ray systems with control panels such as
used here, a technique i.s a particular KVP, MA and S combination. If it
is desired, for example, to make a radiograph of an object of a given
thickness and density then the proper technique would consist of the KVP,
MA and S combination to give the desired average density on the film.

** The meaning of roentgen-rate and the source of the quoted value are given
in Section IV-D-3-
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2o

Special X-Ray Table
As mentioned above, a special X-ray table was designed and constructed

for the evaluation of image-amplifier tubes.
4 and 5.

This table is shown in Figures

It was built for both technical and clinical applications.

be used in either the vertical or horizontal position.
ficient length to hold an adult patient.

It may

The table is of suf-

The tower, or carriage assembly, to

which the image tube and camera are fastened, has the three conventional
directions of motion to permit easy and accurate positioning of the image
tube with respect to the desired anatomical part of the patient.
This table is much heavier and more sluggish in operation than most
commercially available diagnostic X-ray tables.

The weight is the result of

an effort to build a system rigid enough to maintain good alignment between
the X-ray tube and the image-amplifier tube for all positions of the tube and
table.
Original plans called for counterbalancing the table so that it would
swing from horizontal to vertical, or vice-versa, with little effort by the
operator.

Unfortunately, this required the addition of too much weight to

the "boot" of the table, so a hand-cranked winch is used to pull the table up .
to the vertical position or to lower it to the horizontal position.

Safety

locks are provided at these positions so that the weight of the pivoting
portion of the table does not rest on the cables.
The X-ray tube, a Ma.chlett "46" fractional-focus tube, is mounted below
the tabl e top and coupled through a yoke to the image-amplifier tube in such
a manner that the axes of the primary beam of the X-ray tube and the imageamplifier tube are aligned at all times, irrespective of the amplifier-tube
separation.

mm.

The effective focal-spot sizes of this tube are 0.3 mm and 1.5

It is a conventional under-table type of diagnostic X-ray tube which has

a rotating anode.
inches.

The X-ray-tube-target-to-table-top distance is always 18

The table top is 5/16-inch laminated phenol-formaldehyde, which has

been examined with X-rays to assure uniform radiolucency throughout the sheet.
The X-ray beam is limited by a brass collimator to a cone just large enough
to illuminate the input screen of the image intensifier at a position 12 inches
above the table top.
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Figure

4. View of Special X-ray Table in a Horizontal Position.
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Figure

5.

View of Special X-ray Table in a Vertical Position.
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One of the innovations of this table is the use of non-hardened ways and
roller bearings with nylon sleeves on the moving-tower mechanism.
shows one of these assemblies.
have been used.

Figure

6

Previously, hardened ways and steel rollers

The fact that non-hardened material can be used in this ap-

plication represents a savings in the manufacture of an X-ray table.

Some

difficulty was evidenced with the first design, which consisted of a single
roller bearing with a nylon sleeve around it.
off of the bearing.

The sleeve tended to "walk"

A redesign, replacing the single roller bearing with two

bearings and making the nylon sleeve with an internal flange to fit down between the two rollers, remedied this difficulty.

Operation of the table for

over a year has indicated no difficulty with the redesigned bearing assemblies.
Another feature of the special X-ray table is that its surface when horizontal is several inches lower than commercial tables.

This feature is desir-

able in order that the radiologist may monitor the examination through the
Arriflex camera* without standing on an elevated platform.

3·

Special Resolution Test-Object
A box approximately 15 inches on a side and 10 inches deep was con-

structed from 3/16-inch Plexiglas.

By filling the box with water to various

levels, different body thicknesses could be simulated.

A l/4-inch plate of Plexiglas was used to mount polyethylene tubing of
various inside diameters, as shown in Figure

7·

This plate can be suspended

at various depths in the box to simulate the location of veins in the body.
B.

Descript:ion of Dnage-.Amplifier Tube Systems
Each of the image-amplifier tubes considered here, the Westinghouse

Electric Corporation tube and the N.
were tested under si.m.i.lar condi.tions.

v.

Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken tube
The X-ray-tube-target-to-fluorescent-

screen distances were the same, and the same type optical system was usedo

*·

This camera has a through-the-lens-moni taring system which works from light
reflected by a silvered shutter . Thus the use of the monitoring system does
not interfere with the operation of the camera or decrease the opticial
efficiency of the system.
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6.

View of Nylon Roller-Bearing Assemblies Used on Special X-ray Table.
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Figure

7.

Special Test-Object Used to Simulate Veins in the Body.
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This system consisted of a coupling (or projecting) lens to pick up the image
of the output screen and focus it at infinity.

Then the camera (or taking)

lens picked up this image and focused it on the film.

With the coupling and

taking lenses focused at infinity, the spacing between the two lenses was not
critical.

A partially silvered mirror could be interposed in the beam if de-

sired, to separate out some of the light for a monitoring system.

The use of

the Arriflex camera with its through-the-lens monitoring system eliminated
the need for an additional monitor in this system.
The Philips tube was equipped with an f/1.5 coupling lens.

The Westing-

house tube was not equipped with a similar lens, so an additional support
element was required for this system.

The use of smaller f-number lenses was

considered in order to increase the light transmission to the film.

This

would not be as beneficial as it seems, however, primarily because of the
small size of the image and object with which the system works.

The output

phosphor of the Westinghouse tube has a diameter slightly less than one inch,
while the Philips tube output is only one-half inch.

This difference in size

of the outputs of the tube required a decisisn on how to compare them.

It

seemed desirable to have the final film-track images of the two systems the
same size.

This could be achieved in two ways:

use the same lens system for

both tubes, then enlarge the Philips film-track images by a factor of two to
compare with the Westinghouse data.

The other way was to use two different

lens systems, selecting the lenses so that the final images were the same
size.

The latter alternative was selected so that any limitations associated

with enlarging and reproducing the film would not have to be reckoned with.
It was felt that working with the film from both systems through only one
stage of photographic development was better than having an additional photographic process for one of the systems.
The camera originally used was a 35-mm Bell and Howell "Eyemo."

Later a

35-:mm. Arriflex camera was substituted, primarily because of the desirability
of the through-the-lens monitoring system of the Arriflex.

Both of these

cameras operate from non-synchronous motors, and their speeds vary some during a test.
tions.

This is one factor which limits the accuracy of these determina-

Because of the major modification required to substitute a synchronous
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motor for the standard camera drive motor, no attempt was made to do so.
If a system such as this is to be used for routine clinical examinations,
it is strongly recommended that the camera be modified to be driven by a
synchronous motor and that the X-ray pulses be synchronized with this drive
in the same manner as was done with the conventional system.

This is necessary

to reduce the radiation to the patient to the lowest possible value.

The

limited clinical use of the system in this program did not justify the modification of the camera.
Both image tubes have provisions for mounting near the output end of the
tube.

A special aluminum ring was attached to each tube to provide a mounting

fixture which allowed the tubes to be interchanged on the fixed support.

The

Westinghouse tube is longer than the Philips tube so a system of standoffs was
required to place its input phosphor at the same distance from the X-ray-tube
target as the phosphor of the Philips tube.

The high voltage cables for each

tube are clamped to the fixed tower, allowance being made for the up-and-down
motion of the tube.

Due to the difference in weight of the two tubes, it was

necessary to put a lead ballast on the aluminum attachment ring of the Philips
tube so that when the tubes were interchanged, no rebalancing on the tower
mechanism was necessary.
ment rings .

The camera mount attaches to either of the two attach-

When used with the Westinghouse tube, an additional lens retain-

ing fixture is required.
1.

Philips-Tube System
This system is shown diagrammatically in Figure 8 and photographically

in Figure 9.

The coupling lens is an f/1.5, 55-mm Schneider-Kreuznach lens

and the camera lens is an f/1.8, 75-mm Astro-Gesellschaft lens.

This tube is

supplied complete with a high voltage power supply which supplies 25 KV to the
tube.

This supply requires a 220-volt single-phase ac source.
The original Philips tube supplied for this work had a central bright

spot on the output phosphor.

This spot became worse as the tube was used.

Correspondence with the manufacturer, over a period of several months, disclosed that the central bright spot was caused by positive ions in the tube
which were being focused by the electrical lens on the input phosphor where
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Philips Image-Intensifier Tube System.
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they were causing secondary electron emission which, in turn, was focused on
the output phosphor by the lens.

The source of these ions was not disclosed,

but it has been suggested by others that the use of an organic binder on the
screen may make the outgassing marginal.

A replacement tube was obtained and

the tests reported here were conducted with this second tube.

This tube has

been operated for several months and appears to be free of the defect in the
original tube.

Both tubes, except for the central bright spot in the first,

seem to be free of anomalies.
2.

Westinghouse-Tube System
Figures 10 and 11 refer to this system.

The f/1.8, 75-mm Astro-

Gesellschaft lens is used for a coupling lens on this system.
is an f/2.0, 50-mm Apochromat Kinoptik Paris lens.

The camera lens

A 30-KV power supply was

furnished with the tube and the system was installed by the local Westinghouse
service representative as a service that goes with the tube.

'lliis power supply

operates from the 110-volt ac line.
The first tube received had ari intensity gradient across the output
screen such that the tube could not be used for the proposed evaluation tests.
Correspondence with the manufacturer showed that the test film taken by them
prior to the issue of the tube indicated just such an irregularity.
time such irregularities were within the manufacturing tolerances.

At that
Since then,

however, the acceptance standards have been raised and some thought has been
given to the possibility of issuing a premium line of image tubes which have

,

been specially selected for cineradiography.

A second, and in this case, a

hand-picked tube was supplied by the manufacturer.
evaluation program.

This tube was used in the

Use of a hand-picked tube in a comparison program is a

questionable procedure, although it is believed that anyone else interested
/

in cine work would be able to obtain an equivalent tube but might have to pay
a premium price.

c.

Experimental Procedures
1.

Film-Processing Technique
Several different types of film have been used in this work, but

the film which was selected for the system comparisons was Eastman Kodak
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Westinghouse Image-Intensifier Tube System.
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Special Linagra:ph Ortho, Emulsion No. S. 0. 1130.

This film was the 11 fastest''

film tested and as discussed later its grain size was not large enough to
limit resolution.

(Here "resolution" is used in the optical sense.)

Several different film-processing techniques were tried.
sults were obtained using Kodak Liquid X-ray Develo:per o

The best re-

The :particular :prop-

erties desired are high contrast and maximum film sensitivity.
ment was carried just short of fogging the film.

Film develop-

Periodic tests indicated

that in all cases the gamma of the film was at least 1.8.

By developing in

Kodak Liquid X-ray Developer at 68 degrees F. for six to seven minutes the
maximum contrast and detail were extracted from the film.
A standard refrigerated X-ray sheet-film developing tank was used with
modified 14 x 17-inch film holders available from the Eastman Kodak Company.
These holders have guide spools for winding 35-mm film about the frame and
will hold about twenty feet of 35-mm film.
Constant-density and resolution (Radiologist's sense) studies were made
with the original negatives.

However, for the clinical :phase of the work it

was desirable to have :positive 16-mm :prints for :projection.

The Public Health

Service Communicable Disease Center at Chamblee, Georgia, has the equipment
for this type of work, and the :project is indebted to Mr. Tully Clark of that
organization for his cooperation in this :phase of the :program.
2o

Constant-Density Curves
Tb obtain the constant-density curves for each system with the mini-

mum amount of data taking, the following :procedure was used.

The test-object

thickness was vari.ed from about 4 em to 18 em in steps of 2 em.

An estimate

was made of the MAS and KV values necessary to obtain a film density of one*
for a given test-object thickness, then three exposures were made, all having
the same KV, but with variations in MA so that the MAS values bracketed the
estimated :point; that is, one :point was high, one was low, and one was at the

*Density, as used herein, means the observed density less the "inherent background11 of the film. This is the density which is approximately :proportional
to the radiographic exposure. A density of one was selected as the density
which most radiologists :prefer for diagnostic film.
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estimated value.

The optical density of the film for each exposure was deter-

mined for at least five frames, then these five values were averaged and the
inherent background of the film subtracted.

This gave three average densities

showing the relationship between MAS and density, D, for constant KV and testobject thickness, t.

A smooth curve connecting these points will cross the

line D = 1.00* if the original estimate of MAS and KV was a good one. The
c
value of MAS which would expose the film to a density of 1.00 is the intersection of this curve and the line D
c

= 1.00.

The next and final step was to plot the MAS for a density of 1.00 versus
I

the test-object thickness, a curve being obtained for each value of KV.
are the techni~ue curves given in Figures

15, 16 and 17.

These

The graphical pro-

cedures discussed above are illustrated in the sketches of Figure 13.
In order to smooth out small variations due to developing procedures, an
aluminum stepwedge was used as a standard to determine a corrected density,
D . ** The procedure was as follows: the stepwedge was radi,ographed at a
***
c
standard X-ray techni~ue on each piece of test film which was to be develope~
The maximum length of film which could be processed at one time was about 20

*

If the curve does not intersect the D = 1.00 line, the curve may be
extrapolated to this line and ~ more ~ccurate estimate of the MAS for a
density of 1.00 can be made and another set of three points obtained. D
c
is defined later.

**

Because of the difference in size of .the input screens of the imageamplifier tube systems and the conventional system, it was necessary to
use two penetrameters, or "stepwedges." The penetrameter used with the
conventional system had six steps ranging from 3/16 to one and 1/8 inches,
in steps of 3/16 inch. The one used with the image-amplifier tube systems
consisted of 9 one-inch diameter holes in a one-inch-thick piece of aluminum. These holes varied in depth from 0.10 inch to 0.90 inch in steps of
0.10 inch. This effectively gives a "stepwedge 1' with ten steps. These
penetrameters are shown in Figure 12.

***For the stepwedge used with the conventional system, this techni~ue was
100 KVP and 100 MA or 1.67 MAS per film frame. For the stepwedge used
with image-amplifier tube systems, the techni~ue was 70 KVP and 20 MA or
0.417 MAS per film frame for the Westinghouse tube system and 70 KVP and
10 MA or 0.208 MAS for the Philips tube system.
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Aluminum Penatrameters Used to Standardize Film-Processing Technique.
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feet.

This meant that two sets of three exposures (to determine two points

on the constant-density curve) and the exposure of the stepwedge could be
made on one piece of film.

The data for the constant-density curves on each

one of the systems consisted of 30 to 40 pointsJ requiring between 15 to 20
separate developing processes.
exposures were made.

This meant that 15 or 20 different stepwedge

The value of density for each step of each stepwedge

exposure was determined by averaging five frames of that exposure.

Then an

average density) D J was obtained for each step by averaging the averages
c
for each exposure. By plotting the density values for each step of a particular exposure versus this average for all the exposures of that stepJ a curve
was obtained which related the density for any one exposure to a corrected
density.

Then this curve was used to correct the densities of the data-point

exposures.

These corrected densities) D J were actually used in the calculac
tions and procedures indicated above.

3·

Resolution Studies with the Special Test-Object
Ten sizes of polyethylene tubing were used.

in Table I below.

These sizes are given

The tubing was arranged in order of increasing size on the
TABLE I

DIAMETERS OF TUBING IN VEIN PHANTOM

Tube Number

Inside Diameter

Outside Diameter

(mm)

(mm)

1
2

Oo28

3

0.58
0.76
0.86

0.61
1.09
0.965

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

moveable plate in the tank.

0.38

1.22

1.27
1.57
1.90
2.08

1.14
1.40

1.57
1.67
l o77

2.42

2o8o

Radiographs were made with the conventional

system and the two image-intensifier tube systems for the plate at the topJ
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middle and bottom of the filled portion of the tank for the tank filled to
depths of 10, 15 and 20 em.

The tubing was filled with either 17.5, 35, 50

or 75 percent aqueous Diodrast solutions.
In addition, experiments were conducted with the Lumicon*, the Westinghouse Fluorex system**, the General Electric TV-X system***, and with the
conventional fluoroscopy.
4.

Determination of Radiation Hazard to Patients and Operating Personnel
The air-skin dose to the patient was determined at the table top

using a Model 70 Victoreen Condenser r-Meter, with a 25-r chamber.

The deter-

mination of the radiation hazard to an operator standing beside the table was
made using a Victoreen Minometer, with a 10-mr chamber.
lated by a torso-shaped bag of riceo

The patient was simu-

The experimental set-ups are shown in

Figures 2 and 14.
D.

Results

I.

Constant-Density Curves
The curves described here have several useful purposes.

First, in

order to conduct an examination on a patient, some idea of the radiographic
technique for the examination must be had.

Technique, as defined previously,

refers to the combination of X-ray KVP and MAS required to give the desired

*

The Lumicon system is a closed-loop television system manufactured by the
Friez Instrument Division of the Bendix Aviation Company. The system consists of a fluorescent screen and focused grid, an f/0.79 Fluoro-Ectar
lens, an image-orthicon television tube and the related circuitry, and a
monitoring video repeater. The system used for these tests was made available by the Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth.

**

The Westinghouse Fluorex system is a Westinghouse image-intensifier tube
with a special optical system for direct viewing of the fluorescent screen
by the radiologist. This system is located in the X-ray Department at the
Emory University Hospital.

*** The General Electric system is an experimental system utilizing a large
area photoconductive X-ray pickup tube developed by that company. The
output of this system is presented on a monitoring video repeater in a
manner similar to the Lumicon. This system has been made available to
Emory University by the General Electric Company.
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Figure 14.

View of Setup for Determining Air-Skin Dose to Patient.
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darkening of the film for a particular test object or portion of the anatomy.
Second, these curves are indicative of the relative merits of a system.

That

is, if constant-density curves for two systems are compared, the system which
requires the least radiation to a patient for a particular examination is the
best, assuming all other factors equal.

Tb illustrate, if for the same KVP

system A requires 3 MAS for a particular examination, while system B requires
only l MAS, then system B is the preferred system because the patient would
receive only about l/3 the radiation required for an examination with system A.
The constant-density curves for the three systems which have been studied
are given in Figures 15, 16 and 17.

These curves refer to the particular sys-

tems, including the optical, which have been described in this report, and to
the particular photographic film, Eastman S. 0. 1130, as previously mentioned.
These curves are primarily ·useful in determining the proper technique for use
in an examination with one of the systems.

However, as discussed in a later

section they may be used to determine the "amplification factors" of the
image-amplifier tube systems as compared to the conventional system.
These curves have been determined for a Masonite Prestwood test-object.
This material is similar in absorption to tissue and adequately simulates the
lower portions of the anatomy.

For the less dense upper anatomical regions,

a correction factor of 10 to 20 percent must be used in applying these curves.
However, as previously mentioned, an error of this magnitude is not sufficient
to make the film unuseable.
2.

Resolution Studies
As mentioned previously the determination of resolution in terms

of dense objects, such as metal strips, for X-rays, or in terms of parallel
black and white lines in conventional photography is really meaningless in
clinical radiography.*

Here the interest is in the ability to differentiate

between tissue and bone or between different kinds of tissue.

* A more academic approach has been made by some groups. See, for example,
Coltman, J. w., "The Specification of Imaging Properties in Response to a
Sine-wave Input." Journal of the Optical Society of .America 44, 6,
468-71 ( 1954).
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Of particular interest in the study of the functions of the organs of the
body is the ability to see small arteries or veins.

Image-intensifier tubes,

because of their limited field of view, less than five inches for the presently
available tubes, have been particularly useful in the study of the . smaller
organs of the body.

The field in which they have perhaps been the most useful

is infant angiocardiography.
A special test-object or "vein-phantom" was constructed, as discussed
earlier, to determine the minimum vein size which a given system could resolve.
The normal clinical procedure in studying a particular organ is to fill the
organ with a radio-opaque medium .

As even the best radio-opaque medium or

ffcontrast media" causes some danger or discomfort to the patient, it is desirable to use as low a concentration of contrast media as possible.

The tests

reported here considered the concentration of the media as well as the diameter of the vein .
. Some objection to this procedure has been noted in the literature.*

The

assertion is made that tubing such as used here may be seen without a contrastmedia filling.

Tests have shown that when the tubing is filled with water and

submerged in the tank, it cannot be seen by experienced radiologists either
with the cin~ systems or with conventional radiography employing calciumtungstate screen casettes.
Although tests were made for the tubes at various depths in the box, and
for the box filled to levels of 10, 15 and 20 em, significant variations of
the minimum resolvable tube diameter with these different settings were not
observed.

Diodrast, a commercially-available contrast media was used.

centrations less than about 25 percent are not considered diagnostic.
actual injections will be diluted by a factor of two or

th~ee

ConAs most

upon entering

the vein, this means that the injection percentage must be 50 to 75 percent.
The values in Table II are for a Diodrast concentration of 35 percent, a
focus-to-screen distance of 30 inches, and an optimum technique for each

* Mattsson, Ove, "Practical Photographic Problems in Radiography."
Radiologica Supplementum 120, Stockholm (1955).
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF RESOLUTIONS OF RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS

System

Minimum Resolvable Tube Diameter

(mm)

,

Conventional Cine
/
Philips Image Amplifier and Cine Camera
Westinghouse Image Amplifier and Cin~ Camera
Conventional FluoroscopY*
Westinghouse Fluorex (with Accommodation)*Westinghouse Fluorex (without Accommodation)*
Bendix-Friez Lumicon*
General Electric TV-X*
*

1.67
0. 58

0.76
greater than 1.77

0.58
0.76
0.86
o. 58**

The values given were obtained in the conventional manner for these systems,
that is, by direct observation of the output images.

** This value is for the tubes at the bottom of 10 ~ of water. The X-ray
tube supplied with this system is a fractional-focus stationary anod type
with a maximum current of 10 MA. This did not produce sufficient intensity
to give an image with 20 ~ of water.

system.

The tubing support-plate was suspended at 10

~

The largest tubing available had a diameter of 1.77 mm.

in 20

~

of water.

This tubing could not

be resolved by the conventional fluoroscopy system.
The Fluorex system is a Westinghouse image-amplifier tube with a special
optical system made by Westinghouse for direct observation by a radiologist.
Accommodation means dark adaptation of the eyes.
vidual stay in a dark room for

This requires that an indi-

15 to 30 minutes or wear

radiologist~ red

goggles for an equivalent time before looking at the image.
Both Kodak Plus-X and Eastman S. 0. 1130 film types were used in these
tests.

Best results were obtained with the more grainy, but higher contrast,

type S. 0. 1130.

3.

Radiation Hazard
One of the primary functions of any image-intensifying system is to

reduce the amount of ionizing radiation which is received by the patient and
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operating personnel.

The relative comparison of exposure between two systems

is the ratio of the X-ray tube currents for the two systems, with KVP constant
and for the same photographic effect, that is, film darkening.

For a given

X-ray tube and tube potential, the roentgen output is proportiona.l · to the tube
current and exposure time.

That is,

R~

MAS, where R is the roentgen output.

The relation between roentgen output and tube potential is more complex
because absorption and ionization are energy dependent.

Hence, in the follow-

ing discussion, the roentgen output will generally be stated in terms of the
roentgen rate, (r/100 MAS)KVP' which is different for each tube potential.
Any material in the X-ray beam acts as a filter for components of the
radiation.

For the 'c onventional system filtration is present in the X-ray-

tube window, added aluminum filters and in some absorption due to air between
the X-ray source and the patient.

The effect of air filtration is small for

the medium-energy range where these data are taken.
where additional filtration is present.

This is especially true

The aluminum filters strongly absorb

the soft radiation which would be effected by the air.
In the image-intensifier systems, the total filtration was the same for
both image tubes.

These systems have filtration properties similar to the

conventional system, except that here an under-table tube was used.
interposes the table top between the patient and the X-ray source.

This
This serves

as both a filter and introduces an additional source of soft radiation.

This

additional radiation is composed of secondary and multiply scattered X-rays
and photoelectrons.
The total filtration between the X-ray source and the patient and between
the X-ray source and the screen are given in Table III for both the conventional system and for the image-intensifier systems as used in the tests reported here.
The radiation to patient and operating personnel is further reduced by
the use of cones for limiting the divergence of the primary beam.

For the

two systems, cones are used to limit the beam to the field size of the input
fluorescent screens.

This reduces the total-body dose to the patient by
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TABLE III
ALUMINUM EQUIVALENTS OF FILTRATION

Systems
Image-Intensifier

Item

Conventional

0.5 mm
2.9 mm

X-ray-tube window (Pyrex glass)
Added filters (Aluminum)
Table top (Phenol-formaldehyde
lamination)

1.7 mm
5.1 mm

Total between source and skin

3.0 mm
0.8 mm
0.7 mm

Table top (Acrylic resin)
Screen backing plate (Phenolformaldehyde lamination)

5.1 mm

Tbtal between source and screen

reducing the volume irradiated by the primary beam.

It also reduces the

amount of scattered radiation received by both the patient and the operator
because it reduces the scattering volume in the patient.
Figure 18 is a plot of the roentgen rate, (r/100 MAS)KVP' versus KVP
for the two X-ray systems.

The rate for the conventional system, which uses

the Super Dynamax tube, is given for three focus-to-skin distances, abbreviated fsd, while that for the image-intensifier system, which uses the Dynamax

46 tube, is given only for an 18-inch fsd.
continuously operated X-ray source.

The curves in Figure 18 are for a

The r-output for the image-intensifier

X-ray-source, curve 3, is slightly greater than the equivalent output of the
conventional X-ray-source, curve 2.
top for the under-table tube.

This is due to the scatter in the table

As discussed previously, the actual exposure

to the patient is reduced by synchronizing the X-ray source with the camera
drive in the conventional system and could be reduced similarly with the
image-amplifier systems.

This ·e ffectively reduces the radiation to the patient

to one-fourth the values shown on the curve in Figure 18.

Because of the major

modification required to synchronize the Eyemo or Arriflex cameras, this was
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not done with the image-amplifier systems.

Figure 19 compares the radiation

to a patient for the same typical examination with each of the three systems
assuming the image-intensifier-system camera to be modified to operate synchronously.
In normal clinical procedures there is usually no need for operating
personnel to be exposed.

There are exceptions, of course, such as the neces-

sity of being near the radiation source and patient during cardiac catherization and injection of radiopaQue contrast media.

Also, visual monitoring

reQuires that the observer be near the radiation source.

The proper use of

protective clothing makes most procedures QUite safe, however.

With the con-

ventional system a greater hazard is present because of the higher X-ray-tube
currents and the larger field-size of the X-ray beam.

For example, the largest

probable dose which would be received by personnel standing beside the patient
/

during a normal six-second cinefluorographic examination would be about 0.1 r
for the conventional system and 0.005 r for the image-intensifying systems.
This difference is due to two factors:

(l) the "'amplification factor 11 of the

image - intensifier tube and (2) the fact that the volume of the patient irradiated by the beam is much smaller for the image-tube system than for the conventional system.

The second factor causes the above figures to be misleading.

One last variation that might be employed in radiographic practice is the
use of a grid consisting of thin strips of lead mounted parallel to the X-ray
beams in a radiotranslucent base to filter out the secondary and scattered
radiation between the patient and the fluorescent screen.

This procedure gives

a better-defined image and hence better perception of detail.

However, the

use of a grid reQuires a net increase of exposure to the patient of about 40
percent.
E.

Discussion of Results
lo

Comparison of the Optical Efficiencies of the Three Systems
The three systems have been shown both photographically, Figures 2,

9 and 11, and schematically, Figures 1, 8 and 10.

The projection (or coupling)

lens furnished with the Philips tube is a 55-mm, f/1.5 lens.

Using a 75-mm,

f/1.8 lens in the camera with this system gives an image 19.1 mm in diameter
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on the film.

For the Westinghouse tube a coupling lens of 75-mm, f/1.8 and a

camera lens of 50-mm, f/2.0 gives an image on the film 19.0 mm in diameter.
The choice of lenses was controlled by three factors:
the film images from the two image systems

(l) the desire to have

approximatel~

the same size, (2)

the desire to record the most information on the film, and (3) the desire to
have the most efficient optical systems available.
is discussed above.

The first of these factors

The second suggested over-filling the shorter dimension

of the 35-mm film frame in order to use more of the longer dimension.

A stand-

ard 35-mm film frame is 16 mm by 22rnm; the .s hort dimension is overfilled 3 mm
top and bottom, but 19 mm of the long dimension is used, giving an "informa2
2
tion area" of 263 mm rather than 201 nm1 if the whole circle were contained
in the usual frame.

Referred back to the input screen, this gives an effec-

tive viewing area of about

4 inches diameter.

The third factor, the desire to have the most efficient optical systems
available, was controlled by the necessity of using lenses which were available.

After failing to find suitable lenses on the commercial market, the

problem was taken to the optical group at the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories.

The lenses used in the systems represent the best lenses which they

had available, and they are close to being the best which could be made for
these systems.
While some gain could be had with more efficient optical components it
is to be expected that the variation in output from one image-intensifier tube
to another would be greater than this increase.

Note that for the same rela-

tive optical magnification, the image intensifiers, especially the Philips,
would appear even better.
2.

Accuracy of Results
a.

Constant-density curves.

Periodic tests have indicated that the

density values given on the constant-density curves can be
percent.

duplicated~

10

The eye has difficulty distinguishing between a density of 0.9 and

l.l, except by contrast with adjoining areas.
here are for the whole picture.

Variations in density discussed

Radiographs varying in average density within

the ranges 0.9 to 1.1 can hardly be distinguished unless they are side by side.
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b o Resolution.

The limitations in the sizes of tubing available

limit the accuracy of the resolution determinations to the extent that if
one tube is resolved and the next smaller. is not, all that can be said is
that the resolution is less than the diameter of the smallest resolve tube
and greater than the diameter of the largest unresolved tube.
F.

Comparison of Experimental rata
One of the primary purposes of the experimental program of this contract

was to determine the relative amFlification of image-amplifier tube systems

,

as compared to a conventional cinefluorography system.

The ratio of the

radiographic effect for the nonelectronic or conventional system to the radiographic effect for the image-amplifier tube system which produces the same
density negative for the same test object and X-ray-tube-target-to-fluorescentscreen distance was suggested as the amplification factor.*
equations have been written for the radiographic effect.**

Several empirical
The most commonly

accepted relationship is
Radiographic effect

= C (MA) (S) (KVP)n
d2

where
C

=a

constant characteristic of the complete X-ray-todeveloped-film system

MA
KVP
n

the X-ray tube current in milliamperes

= the peak
= a number

X-ray voltage in kilovolts
(approximately 5 for conventional radiography)

S = the X-ray exposure time in second,s
d

~

the distance from the X-ray source to the fluorescent
screen or film

*

Quarterly Progress Report No. 5, this contract.

**

See, for example, Physical Foundations of Radiology by Glasser, Quimby,
Taylor and Weatherwax. Publishe d by Roeber. Or Acta Radiologica 36-4,

311-332 ( 1951) .
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As discussed in Section V, an
cases considered.

e~uation

of this form does not hold in all

For this reason as well as for practical considerations,

the apparent amplification factor, or simply the ratio of the MAS values for
the same KVP and test-object thickness, will be used.

An amplification factor

defined thus is a function of KVP and is shown plotted versus KVP in Figure 20.
The values presented here are for the systems as described in previous sections
of this report.

The optical magnification for each system is such that the

maximum area of the 35-mm frame is used.

If the same relative magnification

was used for all three of the systems, the "amplification factors" would be
much higher, especially that of the Philips tube system.

The lenses used with

these systems represent about the best optical components presently availablej
improvements in the optical efficiencies will not produce drastic improvements.
While an amplification factor based on tne ratio of the radiographic
effects, and one which is independent of the X-ray KVP is to be preferred, the
determination of such a factor is dependent on determining a proper relationship between the radiographic effect and the X-ray parameters and such a universal relationshi.p may not exist.
l.

Philips Image-Amplifier Tube
The amplification factor for the Philips tube is given by curve l

in Figure 20.
ous KVP.
2.

It varies from a maximum of 13-3 to a minimum of 8.6, for vari-

The average is approximately 11.
Westinghouse Dnage-Amplifier Tube
The amplifi.cation factor for the Westinghouse is represented by

curve 2 in Figure 20.

average is approximately

3.

6.1 to 4.1 as a function of KVP.

It varies from

The

5.

Comparison of Philips and Westinghouse Image-Amplifier Tubes
The relative amplification of the Philips tube to the Westinghouse

tube is shown as curve 3 in Figure 20.

This factor varies much less as a

function of KVP than the amplification factors of the image-intensifier tubes.
The average value is approximately 2.
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The fact that the comparison curve between the two amplifier systems is
a more linear function of KVP than the comparison curves of the amplifier systems with the conventional systems would seem to indicate that the relationship of the factors effecting the radiographic effect is similar for the amplifier systems, but different for these systems and the conventional system.
Further examination of these factors did not seem to be justified under this
contract.

G.

Clinical Studies
A total of 46 clinical investigations have been made.

These may be

categorized in several ways, as shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV

CLINICAL PROCEDURES

Number of Investigations
Subject:
Adults
Children
Dogs
System:
/
Conventional Cinefluorography System
Philips Image-Intensifier System
Westinghouse Image-Intensifier System
Area of Interest:
Hearts and Chests
Abdomens
Extremities
Larynges
Use of Contrast Media:
Type of Film Used:
Kodak Plus-X
Eastman S. 0. 1130
DuPont Hi-Speed Pan

The image-intensifier systems were used in only

26
9
11

29
7
10

33
1

3
9
13
10

35
l

17 out of the 46 cases.

The

limited field of view with these systems causes a severe limitation in their
usefulness.

Many of the cases considered could not be studied with the in-

tensifier systems for this reason.
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V.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The desirability of a concise mathematical expression relating the
radiographic effect and the X-ray parameters has become more and more evident during the course of the work on this project.
According to Bierman and Boldingh*, and others, the product (MAS)(KVP)

n

should be constant for a constant blackening, or constant density, of a photographic plate if all other parameters, distances, test-object thickness, filmprocessing technique, etc., are held constant .
given by these workers is between

The value of the exponent, n,

4 and 6, with an average of 5, for both con-

ventional radiography using intensifying screens and for miniature radiography,

,

or cinefluorography.

The data reported here do not support this assertion.

Using data from.the constant-density curves, Figures 15, 16 and 17, plots
of ln(MAS) versus ln(KVP) for a given test-object thickness can be drawn.

If

the exponent n is indeed a constant, then such curves should be straight lines
with a negative slope equal to n.

For the conventional system and for the

Philips tube system, n is approximately a constant.
house tube system, n varies over a wide range .

However, for the Westing-

The average values of n for

the three systems were all in the region 2 to 3.
Because an investigation of the fundamental relationship of the radiographic effect and the X-ray parameters was not of primary concern in the
present contract, this study has not been pursued further.

* Bierman, A. and W. H. Boldingh, "The Relation Between Tension and Exposure
Times in Radiography. 11 Acta Radiologica 35, 22-5 (1951).
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

.

,

An apparent amplification of 5 to 10 over the conventional Clnefluorography system is possible with image-intensification tubes.

With the

camera used with the intensification systems modified so that the X-ray
source may be pulsed, the radiation exposure to the patient is reduced by
the same factor.
The small size of the input screens of the present

image~intensifier

tubes limits their use to the study of regions of interest smaller than
about four-inches diameter.

Philips has recently announced the production

of an 11-inch diameter tube, however.
Resolution of simulated body components with the image-tube systems
was equal to or better than all the other systems tested.
Areas where the present five-inch image tubes are particularly applicable are:

infant angiocardiography, laryngeal-function studies, and other

special studies of limited anatomical area.

Even in these limited areas,

the objections of the medical profession to the small viewing area must be
considered.

The conventional cin~fluorography system with its 10 by 14-inch

viewing area is much less objectionable.
As the components of the television systems are improved, this type
system may prove superior because remote monitoring by an unlimited number
of people as well as electrical storage of information for future study will
be possible.
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VII.

RECOMMENTIATIONS

Complete image-intensifier tube systems are commercially available and
in use in many hospitals.

Therefore, it is doubtful if further explorations

of the type under this contract are justifiable.
fields, however, which could be explored.

There are several related

As pointed out in the text, there

is no satisfactory mathematical formulation of the radiographic effect for
the various systems.
the science.

A study of this effect would be a real contribution to

Basic research in the field of direct conversion of X-rays to

electrical signals would seem to be a promising approach to the problem of
reducing the radiation to a patient.
The Emory University Medical School has conducted a research program in
cintfluorography for several years.

,
c1nefluorography
.

Their facilities include a conventional

system which has recently been redesigned and rebuilt.

They

have acquired a General Electric TV-X direct-conversion system for use in
their program.

The special X-ray table which has been built by this project,

the image-intensifier tubes and the related equipment would be invaluable in
the continuing research program at Emory University if it were made available
to them.
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